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Measured scattering coefficient based on instantaneous radar antenna
footprint was cross-correlated with wave height and slope for measurements
at the Noordwijk tower on 21 September 1979., The scattering coefficient
leads the wave height by about 1040 and leads the slope by about 77*. A
new modulation index concept, u(t), the ratio of the measured scattering
coefficient (based on instantaneous radar antenna footprint) to the theore-
tical scattering coefficient (based on uniform capillary modulation and
Instantaneous resonance with the K-spectrum) has been presented. The RHS
value of p(t) is 0.876 with standard deviation 0.349 for HH-polarization and
0.673 with standard deviation of 0.044 for VV-polarization. The cross-
correlation of u(t) and wave height shows that the peak of the modulation
leads the wave height by about 153. Cross-correlation of u(t) and slope
shows that the peaks of the modulation are located at about the minima
of the dominant slope, 165* away from both sides of the maximum. An
algorithm for transformation from temporal to spatial domain has been
developed, and the modulation transfer function based on Plant's definition
[1979] has been calculated.
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1.0 ABRACT

Measurements of the radar cross-section of the sea were made from

the Noordwijk platform off the Dutch coast during September-November

1979 as part of Project MARSEN using an FM microwave spectrometer over

the 8-18 G~z frequency range. A set of techniques for studying the

modulation of the capillary waves on the ocean surface was developed

for use in analyzing the entire observation set and is presented here

as applied to a single set of observations. Thus, the results given

here are only of limited oceanographic significance, but illustrate the

types of analysis to be performed when these techniques are applied to

more data.

Measured scattering coefficient based on instantaneous radar

antenna footprint was cross-correlated with wave height and slope for

measurements at the Noordwijk tower on 21 September 1979. The

scattering coefficient leads the wave height by about 1040 and leads

the slope by about 770. A new modulation index concept, p(t), the

ratio of the measured scattering coefficient (based on instantaneous

radar antenna footprint) to the theoretical scattering coefficient

(based on uniform capillary modulation and instantaneous resonance with

the K-spectrum) has been presented. The RNS value of p(t) is 0.876

with standard deviation 0.349 for HE-polarization and 0.673 with

standard deviaton of 0.044 for W-polarization. The cross-correlation

of p(t) and wave height shows that the peak of the modulation leads the

wave height by about 1530. Cross-correlation of p(t) and slope shows

that the peaks of the modulation are located at about the minima of the

dominant slope, 1650 away from both sides of the maximum. An algorithm

for transformation from temporal to spatial domain has been developed,

1
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and the nodulation transfer function based on Plant's definition [19791

has been caloulated.
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2.0 INTRODUC TON

hdar backscatter from the ocean can be used to monitor the wind

velocity with a scatterometer that observes at two or more directions

relative to the wind vector, to determine wave heights and ocean

elevation (and from it currents) with an altimeter, and to monitor

features of the wave spectrum, bottom topography, internal waves, ship

wakes, and oil spills with an imaging radar. Since the radar

backscatter represents a confusing "clutter'' for radars observing

targets such as ships and periscopes, studies of the radar backscatter

have been conducted since the early days of radar before the direct

applications listed above were developed.

The relatively recent advent of spaceborne scatterometers,

altimeters, and synthetic-aperture imaging radars has led to greatly

increased interest in the nature of radar backacatter from the sea.

Furthermore, the use of these instruments calls for different kinds of

understanding (consequently theory and measurements) than those

required for earlier clutter measurements. To aid in improving this

understanding, several major international measurement programs have

been conducted in recent years. Project MARSEi, of which this research

is a part, is one of the more recent programs. This program was

conducted in the fall of 1979 in two instrumented areas in the North

Sea: off the German coast near the Helgoland Bight and off the Dutch

coast near Noordwijk. This is a report of part of one of the studies

conducted from the Noordwijk platform of the Dutch Department of Water

Control.

Measurements of radar backscatter from instrumented towers in the

sea are based on the need for observations under more carefully

3
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controlled conditions than are possible with measurements from aircraft

and spacecraft, and to study with a greater variety of conditions than

can be encountered with measurements from aircraft whose flight times

are limited. A goal of measurement programs such as MARSEN is to

perform many measurements of different kinds from towers and aircraft

so that the synergism of data comparisons may lead to better

understanding than would be obtained with isolated measurement programs

by small groups of investigators.

Radar measurements were made at the NoordwiJk platform by three

groups: The University of Kansas, a Dutch group of experimenters from

the Physics Research Laboratory of National Defence and the Technical

University of Delft, and a French group from the Institut Francaise du

Petrole. A 3PL group made measurements with a capillary wave gauge and

near-surface wind probes, and a British group made measurements of

breaking waves with special buoys deployed from the platform. In

addition, overflights were made by a NASA aircraft carrying a

scatterometer and by several imaging radars from the U.S., Germany,

France, and the Netherlands. The object of the aircraft measurements

over the Noordwijk platform was to allow comparison with the platform

measurements.

Major goals of the University of Kansas measurements, most of

which were shared by the other radar investigators on the platform

were:

1. To establish the variation of the capillary-wave amplitude over

the underlying larger waves, and to establish the portion of the

underlying waves contributing the strongest radar signals. This

Is important because the nature of a synthetic-aperture image of

4



the larger waves depends on the local velocities associated with

the strongest scattering centers, and these velocities are

different for different parts of the larger waves. The nature of

the University of Kansas radar allowed it to be used as a ''radar

wave gauge' to measure the wave height at the center of the radar

beam, so the type of analysis conducted to meet this objective was

unique-no other radar measurements have been made where the wave

height was measured exactly at the radar observation spot.

2. To establish the variations of the capillary-wave component of the

ocean-wave spectrum for different wind speeds and directions

relative to that of the wind. This is important because the radar

bskscatter from the sea at angles of 200 or more from vertical is

known to be governed by resonance with these capillary and

near-capillary waves. In fact, the determination of the spectrum

from the radar measurements is based on this known resonance

phenomenon. ith the University of Kansas radar's capability of

measuring over wavelengths from about 1.7 an to 3.3 cm and that of

the French radar from 3.3 cn to 25 cn, this experiment provided an

unparallelled opportunity to observe the capillary spectrum.

3. To determine empirically the variation of radar scattering

coefficient from the sea over a wide range of angles of incidence.

angles relative to the wind direction, frequencies, and

polarizations. This is important in scatterometry, radar design,

and clutter rejection studies. Although many previous

measurements of this nature have been performed from aircraft and

stationary platforms, none has allowed measurements with suck a

variety of radar paramelers at one time. Furthermore, although

S



aircraft and spacecraft measurements have allowed development of

successful wind-vector measurement systems using scatterometers,

one of the greatest unknowns is the exact relationship between

scattering coefficient and wind speed-the previous measurements

have led to considerable scatter in the values of the coefficients

in this relationsip.

4. To establish the variation of the quantities determined under

objectives 1-3 when an oil spill is present on the surface. Oil

is known to damp the shorter components of the ocean-wave

spectrum, and this fact is used as the basis for oil-spill

monitoring radar systems used by several countries, although

quantitative measurements of the effect are scarce.

The study reported here is related to object (1) above, the

determination of the modulation of the capillary waves associated with

the underlying larger waves. This report is primarily concerned with

development of the methodology for a later study of the nore complete

data set. Rowever, the preliminary results reported for a single set

of data have value in their own right.

One of the approaches commonly used for describing this modulation

is to calculate a ''modulation transfer function'' (VTI) in the

frequency domain. The MFI amplitude shows the underlying-vave

frequencies at vhich the capillary amplitude correlates beat with the

underlying waves, and the phase indicates the location of the relevant

capillary components on the individual frequency components of the

underlying waves.

In this report an alternate time-domain approach is presented that

is based on the cross-correlation function between the radar signal and

6
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the underlying waves. The cross-correlaton function tends to show the

principal effects in a more compact and understandable form than the

1I. So that this relation may be understood better, the

cross-correlation function is calculated for the capillary modulation

alone by using as an input the ratio of the observed signal to the one

that would be observed if the capillary waves were of uniform amplitude

(changes in the slope of the underlying wave would cause all variations

in the received signal if this were true). This 'instantaneous

modulation'' can only be calculated in the time domain.

During the course of the investigation of the data the presence of

stronS-signal ''events'' was observed. These are presumably the same

as the ''sea spikes'' that have been reported by numerous previous

investigators. To determine the capillary-wave effects, one must first

remove these anomalously large signals from the time series of the

signal. Methods for doing this have been devised, and the result of

the removal is a significant improvement in the repeatability of the

modulation-study results.

This study was intended primarily to develop methodology, so only

one data set was used-this was for a wind speed of 8.8 n/sec with the

radar looking in the upwind direction. The dominant wave period was

5.8 seconds, and the maximum of the measured scattering coefficient was

found to occur 1.8 seconds, or 1040, before the crest of the oncoming

wave-it is therefore on the front face of the wave and nearer the

trough than the crest. The location of the maximum instantaneous

modulation (ratio of observed signal to that predicted if the capillary

waves were uniformly distributed) is 1530 ahead of the crest, a

location almost in the trough. Furthermore, a secondary maximm was

7



found at 620 behind the crest, or well up on the back face of the wave.

Correlations were also performed between the scattered signal and

the instantaneous slope of the waves. The slope spectrum has a higher

peak frequency than the wave-height spectrum, so these correlations

lead to different separations between naximum of the slope and maximum

radar signal than would be observed if a single sine wave were

observed. That is, one should be able to obtain the location of the

peak signal on the slope of a single sine-wave component from the

height record alone, but with a complex wave pattern this is no longer

possible. Interpretation of the relation between peak radar scatter

and slope remains to be worked out.

Most of the analyses were performed on time records, since the

wave heights were measured at the fixed center of the radar footprint

as time histories. However, one can determine the spatial picture over

a limited distance from a time record by suitably summing a series in

distance using the Fourier coefficients of the time series. The method

for doing this was also developed here and will be used in future

studies of the measurements.

8
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3.0 Backaround of Theory and Moeuinent

The phenomenon of sea scatter and its theoretical basis has been

of interest since the advent of the practical radar system. It has

been generally agreed MWright (1968), Chaa and Fung (1973). Ii and Fung

(1972), Long (1974)] that the scattering properties of the sea surface

can be explained fairly well in terms of a two-seale slightly rough

surface model, where the siall-soale capillary waves are assumed to

satisfy the small perturbation assomption, and the large-scale waves

are assumed to satisfy the Kirchhoff approximation. This theory,

verified to a large extent by experiment, indicates that backsoatter at

microwave frequencies is from those wavelength components of the

ocean-wave spectrum that are resonant to the radar probing wavelength

(Figure 3.1). In general, the scattering oross-seoction per unit area,

3.  depends on the local angle of incidence (Figure 3.2), and also on

the small capillary waves which are tilted by the large-scale wave

slope. This angle depends on the position of the capillary waves with

respect to the large-scale waves. The amplitudes of the small

capillary waves are modified by a variety of hydrodynamic interactions

with the lares-scale waves. The local scattering cross-section depends

on this amplitude. In fact, in first-order scattering theory, the

oross-sotion and power spectrum amplitude are proportional(Section

4.3.1). Therefore, it is the modulation of scattering by the

large-sealst waves which makes them detectable by microwave radar. if

the small capillary wave amplitude is modulated, so is the stress. A

modulated stress, if of the proper phase, results in larger

wave-growth. Table 3.1 shows the list of symbols for the following

analysis.

94
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between theoretical and measured for vertical

and horizontal polarizations at 40* incidence angle for down-

wind observation with a 13.9 GHz radar. This illustrates

close correspondence between experiment and theory based on

resonance with capillary waves.

Figure 3.2: Dependence of scattering coefficient on local angle of

incidence, 0' and small capillaries which are tilted by

the large-scale wave slope.
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TABLE 3.1
LIST OF SYMBOLS

u* Air friction velocity
e Angle of incidence (angle between vertical and radar-wave

direction)
kx Component of wave number in x direction
cg,cg* Group speed of wind-generated wave with and without plunger-

generated wave
u Horizontal component of orbital velocity of plunger-generated

wave
e(t) Linearly-detected, rectified, received signal
61 Local angle of incidence (angle between normal to local

surface and radar-wave direction)
M Measured fractional modulation
r Measured peak-peak modulation of R(O)
ko  Microwave number
P Modulation index of received signal
Uo  Modulation of u
u(t) Periodic constituent of e(t)
f,(k) Perturbation of surface displacement spectrum
0 Phase angle
C Phase speed of plunger-generated wave
Co  Phase speed of wind-generated wave in absence of plunger-

generated wave
k Plunger-generated wave number
S Plunger-generated wave slope
W Radian frequency of plunger-generated wave
QRadian frequency of wind-generated wave
f(t) Random (wind-generated) constituent of e(t)
P Received power
Po Received power in absence of plunger
y Straining constant
B Straining function
D Straining function
T Time lag
B Wind-generated wave growth rate
Br Wind-generated wave relaxation rate
H Wind-wave interaction functional
F,Fo  Wind-wave surface displacement spectrum

III



Keller and Wright (19751 siggested a two-scale scattering theory

called 'the relaxation time model,' and state that tae small capillary

waves, if perturbed from equilibrium, will relax back at an exponential

rate called 'the relaxation rate.' The relaxation rate is a function of

the small capillary-wave spectrum.

They found that these waves grew exponentially over several orders

of magnitude in spectral intensity. The energy influx from the wind to

a wave of given wave number must be balanced by transfer to other wave

numbers for dissipation or growth of the wave. The transport equation

gives this balance. In the case of growth along a single cartesian

coordinate z in the direction of the wind, it may be written:

where F(k,x,t) is the surface displacement spectrum, cg is the group

velocity./ is the exponential growth rate, I(Fk.uC) is a function

which accounts for nonlinear transfer to other waves and non-linear

dissipation, all evaluated at wave number k. The quantities IF and

F may be obtained directly in wave-tank experiments from the

intensities of the first-order Bragg line in the Doppler spectra

(Figure 3.3a). /9 is the initial temporal growth rate, provided

nonlinear interactions are negligible in the initial stages of growth

[Keller and Wright, 19751. The quantities L&. 7 (5/4) andA;,,,

~We(C,~E)/~'#.where is the maximum value of F observed

rder the conditions of the measurement, are shown in Figure 3.3b for

some cases reported by Plant and Wright [1977J. The differencecj c±E) 4
can be matched, for the cases shown, by values of

12



Sl/Funz calculated from the second-order gravity-capillary wave-wave

interactioa. Thea the nonlinear iateraotions bring the wave to a

steady state or equilibrium, the vertical fluxl/, from the wind is

large compared to heriental flux 5.-u.;. The difference is

dissipated either by the breaking of the wave itself or by the transfer

to other wave ambers for subsequent dissipation, but ia either case,

the equilibrium is spatially localized. It is the perturbation of this

equilibrium by the fluid notions associated with the large waves which

modulates the small-vave emplitudeo and in consequence, the scattering

cross-section.

WO wAvE DOPPLER SPECTRA

-t W. 7 s aw l''.,.. " . i a .

Fg-0(Ml~26 iT 38 4'kI

Evolution of' Doppler spectra of: backscattered microwaveswith increasing wind speed at fixed fetch. The wavelength
was 6.9 cm (f = 4.35 GHz), the depression angle was 300,and the Bragg wavelength was 4.05 cm.
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Figure 3.3b

Terms in the equilibrium transport equation for gravity-capillary

waves. The curve labeled Snl/Fm is the difference of the other

two curves, i.e., SnI/Fm 2 (Cg(3F/x)-3F)/Fm.
The Bragg wavelength is denoted by XB.

A phenomenological model of the perturbation of this equilibrium

by the horizontal component of orbital speed of a large wave [Zeller

and Wright, 1975] can be constructed after including the etfect of the

horizontal current u(zt) in the transport equation

where:

wA ee+ c (3.3)
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C3 (3.4)

The quantity is the angular freqency of the small wave under

consideration. The term on the right containing (k), the straining

constant, is called the radiation stress and

~(I) = j(3.5)

where Cj and C are the group and phase speed, respectively, of the

small wave in the absence of the current u.

Let Fo(k,z) be the surface displacement spectrum in the absence of

the current u(x,t) which we now assume to have the form

;(k'x)(3.6)

This is the current which perturbs the equilibrium spectrum. In

consequence we expand the resultant surface displacement spectrum in a

perturbation series in (uO/c), where c =L/k is the phase speed of the

large wave.

The key assumption is that the increment in the nonlinear transfer

can be written:

1 5 )./C ) (3.8)

15



This is called the relaxation time appproximation. It is now

straightforward to solve (3.2) and (3.7) to first order in(uO/c)

/_.2( C;/ -- ()

/+ ('- C3/C)2.(:C //,r7

where the relaxation rate

(3.10)

has been introduced [Wright. 1977].

The first order in (u0/) ters in the expansion adequately

describes the response of the vind-generated waves for winds of less

than 7 to 8 a/sec and uO/c ( 0.1.

Modulation of backscattering cross-sections have been me*vu-vs at

9.35 GHz and depression angle of 45 degrees (Bragg wavelength - 2.3 cm)

by Keller and Wright (1975. 19761. The linearly detected signal.

proportional to the scattered electromagnetic field was ratified and

filtered to remove frequency a and phase modulation and

cross-correlated.

The measured auto-covariance function. R(*r) exhibited a spike at

To= 0, due to the longer short-gravity waves of the wind-generated wave

system, a mean value proportional to the square of the mean scattered

field and a periodic portion due to modulating plunger-generated wave:

16



e~) (3.12)

0i (3.13)

jfC (3.14)

The ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the periodic portion of

RM ., to R(O). which latter quantity is proportional to the main

scattered power is called the fractional modulation, m (Figure 3.4).

So ,-=
(3.16)

and

(3.17)

whereM is fractional modulation.

17
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Figure 3.4
Autocorrelation functions of the microwave return

(left) and wind-wave spectra (right) for various wave
amplitudes at u* = 16.5 cm sec'1
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If we represent p, power return as

/0= -t- -S r ... ) (3.18)

where

and

9 ~ (O T~/ 8 )(3.20)

then

A~ (3.21)

or
or (3.22)

Positive and negative signs refer to upwind and downwind-looking

antenna orientations, respectively.

The calculated theoretical cuves and fractional modulation, are

nonetheless an excellent fit to the measured value for winds of less

than 8 n/sec and uo/c ( 0.1. For these winds, larger wave amplitudes,

the fractional modulations saturated, i.e., they ceased to increase

with increasing modulation wave amplitude. (Figures 3.5a.b).
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Figure 3.5a
Fractional modulation vs. air friction velocity for

0.575 Hz wave, Uo/C a 0.091; solid circles, upwind; open
circles, downwind

030-

S020
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4,/
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Figure 3.5b
Comparison of theoretical and measured fractional modulations
looking upwind vs orbital velocity of 0.575 Hz waves. Solid
data points and solid line are for u* - 16.5 cm sec- 1.

Open data points and dashed line are for u* - 30 cm sec-1 .
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Keller and Wright [19761 stated that at the higher wind speed

there is definitely another phenomenon present unacoounted for by the

relaxation theory. They believe that, at present, the theory is

phenomenological and the relaxation rate is an adjustable parameter.

The reasons for ohoosing certain values for this and other incompletely

known parameters become clearer upon consideration of relaxation of a

pair of waves which simulate short gravity waves coupled to capillary

waves by the second-order resonant interaction (Valenzala and Laing,

1972, Plant and Wright. 1977, Plant 19791.

In a consequent study of sea surface backscatter phenomena. Plant,

Keller and Wright [19781 conducted an experiment to measure the

modulation of small capillary wind-generated waves by those with

typical ocean wave periods. They stated that the horizontal component

of the orbital velocity of shoaling waves much exceeds the vertical

component exception in the region near the wave crests. Hence the

relattve importance of modulation due to tilting is much reduced over

most of the large-scale wave, so the shoaling waves beyond the surf

zone provide easily understood modulating conditions. The power

spectra of e(t), rectified scattered field strength e(t), and the

line-of- sight speed v(t), here show contributions both from the crests

and low-amplitude quasi-periodic portions of the waves. The narrow

peaks in the spectra were used to obtain quantitative measurements of

the modulation. They also were used to calculate 'fractional

modulationf' (Figures 3.6ab and c).

In the most recent work by Plant et al. (19801 the modulation

transfer function is calculated.

Let p(t), the square of the homodyne-detected (King, 19781

21
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rectified signal amplitude e(t),
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of-sight speed v(t), delayed by 1.25 I~
s from the top trace. Both signals IXAJ
have been low-pass-filtered with a
0.6 Hz cutoff.
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microwave voltage, which in turn is proportional to the backscattered

eleotromagnetio field, be called the instantaneously received power.

Lot v(t) be the instantaneous line-of-sigbt speed. If Gpv is the

cross-spectrum of instantaneously received power and instantaneous

line-of-siaht speed and 6,. is the autospectrum of the latter, define

4" ( = (3.23)

The phase speed CVf) and mean received power P normalize the

modulation transfer function, *(A.) making it dimensionless. Gp,(A)

is, of course, complex. To fix ideas, suppose the plane of incidence

(the plane containing the microwave propagation vector) and the normal

to the undisturbed ocean surface, also contain the direction of a

monochromatic, modulating surface wave of frequency. 4L and wave number

K. propagating in water of depth D. and the depression angle is 19

then:

V 1HIva C -.(CL& 9 ) (3.24)

~~-n(9raw ?~6k)(') (3.25)

o/a. ( o (3.26)

ad
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where is the phase agle by which the li1e-of-siiht speed leads the

horizontal component of orbital speed. 90 0 (at) (Figure 3.7).

IA

2 WI
a w,

0.5

Figure 3.7
Modulation spectra of the demodulated return of the 9.375 GHz

radar. Wind speed = 7.5.m/s.
(a) Line-of-sight component of orbital speed;
(b) phase of the modulation transfer function;

(c) coherence;
(d) modulus of the modulation transfer function divided by the

ocean wave phase speed, m/c.

The transfer functions ad their phase shown in Figures 3.8 to

3.11 are referred to thze line-of-sight velocity as defined by (3.24).

The transfer function which refers to the horizontal component of

orbital speed (a more useful quantity for interpretive purposes) is

obtained by multiplying m by VO/uO given by (3.26). Although the

transfer function, before averaging over the wind speed bands,

ehibited scatter as large as a factor of 2. the finally averaged

24
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modules (Figure 3.12s) and phase (Figure 3.12b) show smooth, stable

dependence on modulating frequenoy and wind speed.

0 5Z -S

!. o- 00
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0'*

~0

OCCA' AV F3ECtc (MI

Figure 3.8
Modulus of the 1.5 GHz (Bragg

wavelength - 13 cm) transfer functions.

% 8
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,O1* 00
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C
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Figure 3.9
Phase of the 1.5 GHz (Bragg wavelength - 13 cm) transfer

functions. Phases are measured from wave crests and are

positive leading the crest. Dashed lines are theoretical

predictions assuming modulation caused solely by

straining. (Plant, Keller and Wright, 19801
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Figure 3.10
Modulus of the 9.375 GHz (Bragg wavelength = 2.3 cm)

transfer functions
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Figure 3.11
Phase of the 9.375 GHz (Bragg-wavelength - 2.3 cm) transfer

functions. Phases are measured from wave crests and are
positive leading the crest. Dashed line is a theoretical
prediction assuming modulation caused only by straining.
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Although the total averaged MT? looks very smooth and corresponds

reasonably well with the theory, we believe the il concept is

especially difficult for radar taeorists who are not involved in pure

theoretical hydrodynamics and fluid mechanics equations. V think that

'modulation index', , ' ) , (Section 4.4.2). would, if it could

be treated well, be an easily interpreted concept that could be used to

make a simple statement about phase relationship. between the peak of

capillary and large-scale waves.

o
|,o o..

ii K t"

a 01

L .0~0

WINO S'P~C (aural

F'igure 3.12
Wind speed dependence of 9.375 GHz modulation
transfer functions. (a) NOSC tower; (b) Nags
Head, North Carolina (Plant: et al., 1978].
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4.0 TEORY OF OCEAN WAVES

4.21 Ocean Wave Phenomena

4.1.1 The Theor" of Wave Motion

Waves on the actual ocean are extraordinarily complex phenomena.

A distinction must be made between the idealized classical wave motions

of hydrodynamics and the much more complex (and far less vell

understood) wave motion* that occur in nature. There is a distinction

between deep water and shallow water waves depenaing on the ratio

between wavelength and water depth.

4.1.2 Definition of Periodicity

The solution of the classical equations for ocean waves takes the

form of a sum of periodic functions (Section 4.1.3). A function f(t)

is periodic of period T if and only if f(t) -f(t+T) for all t.

Records of the rise and fall of the water surface as a function of time

at a fixed point on the ocean surface do uiot satisfy the above

definition. Water waves in nature are not periodic. Hence, the sum is

in principle infinite and representable by a continuous spectrum.

For all types of truly periodic traveling-wave motion

CT (4.1)

where )k is the distance between the crests of the waves, C is the

speed with which the crests move and T is the time required for the

war surface to go through one complete oscillation at a fixed point.
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The period and length of a wave are rather cumbersome notations

and it is possible to replace them by the concepts of wave number and

angular frequency.

~4= .az.(4.3)
7-

4.1.3 General Gravity. Large-Scale Wave Theory

The simplest wave motion is that of a simple harmonic long-crested

traveling wave in the +x direction whose equation would be given by

A&X,~) =a C.( ~ /7*)(4.4)
Ix 7-

It is possible to write

(4.4a)

In the following derivation it is assumed that the earth is flat,

that the water is of constant depth h, that the Coriolis force is

negligible, that the density of the air can be neglected compared with

the density of the water, that the water is of constant density, that

the body of water is infinite in extent and completely covered by

waves, and that the viscosity and surtace tension can be neglected.

Moreover, it is assumed that there is no variation in wave propagation
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in the y direction. The equations are unsolvable in closed form, as

they are nonlinear. A perturbation technique must be employed to

linearize these equations ana to obtain a useful reialt.

Assume that the unknown functions in hydrodynamic equations can be

expanded in powers of a small dimensionless parameter £ . so that the

solution is a power series in 6 that will converge if enough terms are

taken. These expansions are substituted into the equations, and all

terms to the same power in 6 are collected. It is possible, in

general, to obtain terms to zero power in , to the first power

in C , to the second power in , and so on. Depenaing upon tne power

of e used in the expansion, successively higher and more nearly

correct approximations to the solution of the complete equation are

obtained (Neumann and Pierson, 1966].

The steady, time-independent wave equation can be shown to be

ILS 'skx) a c-cohk)lcos (kx.=o (4.5)

5.61 (kh)

where

1

C. kh) (4.6)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.8 m/sec).

Equatior (4.6) relates the phase speed C to the wave number K and

the depth of the water h. For a given depth there is only one possible

value for the wave speed given the wavelength (or the wave number).
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Equation (4.6) can be simplified for two situations with reference

to the values of h and I. The hyperbolic tangent of a function varies

between zero and 1 for positive values of the argument. The hyperbolic

tangent approaches the value 1 very closely for values of the argument

that are very large Thus, if the product of K and h is such that the

hyperbolic tangent is essentially 1, (4.6) reduces to the such simpler

form given by

C _ (4.7)

The waves that satisfy this simplified form of the equation are called

short waves, or 'deep water' waves. The second approximation occurs if

the product of K and h is very small. Under these circumstances the

hyperbolic tangent of Kh is approximately equal to Kh and if this

substitution is made, (4.6) will be

C: =-I h(4.8)

Waves that satisfy this equation, relating the phase speed to tile

depth since the length of the wave no longer determines the phase

speed, are called long waves, or 'shallow-vater' waves.

Table 4.1 shows the various relations for deep-water waves between

the different parameters.
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Table 4.1
Relationship between wavelength, phase speed, period, angular frequency

wave number. and group velocity for deep water linear periodic
gravity waves. Read down to express the quantity in the top row in

terms of the quantity in the left-hand column
[Neumann and Pierson (19661

4.1.4 General Solution for Lalse-Scale Gravity Waves

The linear solution that has been obtained can be used as a basis

for second-order solutions. One could proceed to third and even higher

orders. In general one can show

h c + f&) (4.9)

It is possible to transform the solution to the form in which the

presence of a current to produce the steady motion is eliminated. The

general solution for the moving wave profile would then be given by

h~x ~ Z zCPOs (/5 ( ,~h~ (4.10)

It is worthwhile to mention that C i in general is not equal to

OP /J Ci and C0 have nonlinear relations, but it is very

difficult to find the exact nonlinear relationships. In the following

analysis we assume a linear relationship between Ci and Co . where:
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Ci " Co (4.11)

4.2 Cauillary Waves

4.2.1 Cauillarv Phenomena

If the surface tension of the water is important, as it is for

very short waves, additional restoring force due to curvature of the

free surface enters the Bernoulli equation.

In linearized theory, the equation for the phase speed is:

/

where is the sea water density. Perturbation techniques were

applied to the problem by Pierson and Fife [19611. In general, waves

have a phase speed that increases with increasing wave amplitude.

However, in linear theory the speed and amplitude are indepenaent.

When capillary waves interact with large-scale waves the

capillaries appear at times to be concentrated on the forward face of

the large-scale wave just before the sharp crest. In this case,

perturbation techniques are rather difficult to apply, because the

effect of surface tension is not uniform over the whole disturbed

surface. Longuet-Higgins (19631 introduced surtace tension as a

perturbation effect on large-scale waves in the region of the sharp

crest and has shown the reason for the occurrence of this phenomenon.

4.2.2 Capillary Generation by Wind

One of the universal features of wind-generated wave systems is
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the modulation of velocity and amplitude of small capillary waves by

large-scale gravity waves. These modulations are of practical

importance. For example, the imaging properties of microwave radars

used for remote-sensing of ocean waves depend on the modulation of

surface soatterer density, amplitude, and velocity. Furthermore, the

short gravity and capillary waves can support the entire stress of the

wind on the water (Larson and Wright, 1975]. If the large-scale waves

modulate the small capillary wave amplitudes, they also modulate the

stress. The component of this modulation stress which is in phase with

the horizontal component of orbital speed of the large-scale wave will

work on the large-scale wave and cause it to grow. The mechanism of

energy transfer between short and long waves, discussed by Hasselman

[1971] also depends on the phase and amplitude of this modulation.

4.2.3 Sources of Modulations

At least three sources of modulation have been noted so far:

modulation of the orientation of small capillary waves (called

tilting), modulation of the amplitude of the small capillary waves

exemplified by the straining of the capillary waves by the horizontal

component of the orbital velocity of the large-scale waves

[Longuet-Higsins and Stewart (1964). Phillips (1966)], and modulation

due to wave-induced airflow. The last type of modulation, wave-induced

airflow, is a principal result in the recent work of Wright, Plant and

Zeller [1980]. The dependence of modulation on modulating ocean wave

frequency and, partially, upon wind speed are qualitatively consistent

with wave-induced airflow as a modulator, but positive identification

of the modulation sources remains to be made.
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4.3 Current Theory of Scattering from the Ocean

4.3.1 History and Basis-of Eouations

The current scatter theory is a refinement of the two-scale model

developed in the 1960's (Bass and Fuks (1968). Fuks (1969), Valenzuela

(1967, 1968)]. The success of such a theory in

explaining dependence on wind speed, wind direction, angle of

incidence and frequency depends almost exclusively upon the adequacy of

knowledge of the sea spectrum.

The derivation of the average backscattering coefficient for the

sea surface involves two major steps: (1) compute the backscattering

coefficient for the capillary waves using standard perturbation

techniques [Valenzuela (1967), Wright (1966)] and (2) account for the

tilting effect of the large-scale waves. The expression for the

polarized scattering coefficients from step (1) is well known

(Valenzuela (1967). Chan and Fung (1973)] and is

a'(,9b A k, 1  W Oy (4.13)

where for horizontal polarization p-h and for vertical polarization

p-v, k is the electromagnetic wave number, 6 is the incidence angle,

is the aspect angle relative to the upwind direction, and W(D.9) is

the roughness spectrum of the sea surface. The coefficients, at forpor

different polarization states are defined as
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= _('. (. )7 5 s / d (4.15)

where 9 is the incidence angle, is the aspect anliJ relative to tue

upwind direction, k' is the wave number in sea water. Rkh.R are Fresnel

reflection coefficients for horizontal and vertical polarizations,

respectively, and TV-I+R. The depolarization scattering coefficient

is also known (Valenzuela. 1967].

01 (4.16)
-f-' f ft 7 (O.,.. it'"

where;

22) (4.17)

4~~~1 fl~e& 4(9 ),cv e~~, Cs( (4.18)

To account for the tilting effect of large-scale waves, it is

necessary to identify polarization changes due to tilting and then to
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average the resulting expression for the scattering coefficient of the

capillary waves over the slope distribution of the large-scale waves.

The concept involved in considering polarization changes can be

described in terms of two sets of coordinates: (1) the reference

coordinates in which the scatter problem is posed, and (2) the local

coordinates in which scattering due to capillary waves is computed.

A A
Let v. h, be the unit vertical and horizontal polarization vectors in

A A
the reference frame and v', h' be the corresponding unit vectors in the

local frame. Lot the incident field be o. Then components of the

local incident fields are:

W, - 1. (4.20)

and

' A, -

Upon scattering by the capilIlry waves, each of the above incident

field components is depolarized so taat tne scattered fields are

.~ S c~" ~(4.22)

and
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SJ

.. , t -4- t(4.23)

where 8pq is the scattering function for the capillary waves. The

scattered fields in the reference frame become

SA
(4.24)

+ V (4.25)

It is clear from (4.13) that to compute the scattering coefficient for

horizontal polarization the local vertically-polarized scattered field

is needed and vice versa. Furthermore, there is a term involving the

product of do and I

Special cases where Sh,v,, Sv h , are zero and tilt angles are

small have been treated by Wright [1968], and cases where the tilt

angle is restricted to the plane perpendicular to the plane of

incidence have been studied by Valenzuela (19681. Note that Valenzuela

did not average over the tilt angles as Wright did. Thus, his results

show the effect of polarization changes. The study of these special

cases indicates that the polarization effects due to tilting are

unimportant for vertical polarization. The same statement can be made

for horizontal polarization when the incidence angle is restricted to

less than about 700. Hence, when averaging is included, the scattering

coefficient for polarization scattering is approximately
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0 ) a(4.26)PpAP

where dOp(&o) is given (4.1). 6' is the local angle of incidence,

P0 (Zx,,Zy,) is the slope distribution of the large-scale waves as

viewed at an incidence angle, , and is defined in the prime coordinate

whose x' axis is parallel to the wind direction. Zx,,Zy~are partial

derivatives of Z. It is assumed that the plane of incidence is the n-z

plane and that tae angle between tae x axis and the z' axis is $I

(Figure 4.1) so that an upwind observation occurs when o.0. The

relations between tie primed and unprimed coordinates are

2',_ = o CDS&) - sa , 95) (4.27)

The cross-polarized scattering coefficient, including polarization

and averaging effects for small tilts, is approximately

'Th~~~, 9)r (fC1~9'- 9)J'z~d (4.29)

where

2
w, 547 =(0 gC/ w (4.30)

andO"hv(, 9. is given by (4.1).

The relation between tae slope and density function P (Z,,Z ,)

and function PP(Zz,,Zy,) defined by Cox and Munk E19541 is
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Figure 4.1
Diagram of the relation between

(Z,X,Y) and (Z,X',Y ) coordnaes.
(Chan and Fung, 19771

(4.31)

The form of P(ZZzy) has been found to be a Gromr-Charler series

(Cox and Muk (1g54), Longuet-Higlins (1963). Pierson (1975)).

Noevero the values of the slope-variance parameters in the function

require further studies. The slope variances. eaG2  g'Z  iven by

Cox and Mue*, (1954] are not restricted to large-scale waves. It is not

clear at the present time how the slope variances for the large-scale

wave alone can be obtained at a liven microwave frequency. It has been

suggested that one possible way to compute these slope variances is to

integrate the low-frequency portion of the slope spectrum of the sea

surface (Chan and Fn, 1977J. If we assume that some suitable slope

variance prameters can be found. then all the quantities in the

scattering coefficient have been discussed except the sea spectrum for

the sea spectrum !W(0.g to be discussed in the following section.
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4.3.2 The Sea Soectrum

The high-frequency portion of the sea spectrum has undergone

intense study in recent years [Pierson (1973), Mitsuyasu and Honda

(1974). Afarani (1975)]. The general form of the directional sea

spectrum is

kjl< Cs k)(ao.D.+ C o COSzo (.2

when higher order terms in 9 are neglected [Pierson. 19731. The

quantity determined from measurement is S(K). One form for S(K)

proposed by Pierson [1975] for the fully-developed sea is as follows:

[The largo-K regions are based on wave-tank measurements. It should be

noted that further revision of S(K) is being contemplated [Pierson,

19781.]

S(K)Si(K) / < 4 k (4.33)

S2M - ki.Y  <~/  < I<Z (4.35)

S3(1)- Kx K3Id/ ) (4.36)

S4 (K) oW 43 ' (2a1) .1-35'//3.116q k (k , (4.37)

s5(K)- I.Z47.3AtOf <k 6N kl'K (4.38)

14 oan be found numerically by setting S4 (K4 ) equal to sS( 4 ) other

parameters are as follows:

.. . .. . . .. . ,, . , ; . , , ,.,',, ,,. . . . ...- , . ,. ... .. ,, ..1



u* - friction velocity u* ) u*I

K- (13.1769)

q = Iog[S$(K2 )/S4(K 3 )]/log[1K 2/K3]

PI - 5.0 - log u*

Z o - 0.684/u* + 4.28 x 10-5 u*2 - 4.43 x 10-2

u(u*) - u*/0.4 Ln(Z/ZO ) cm/sec.

a = 4.05 x 10-3

g 980 cm/sec.

Su~ - 12 cm/sec.

Note that this sea spectrum shows that the capillary waves (i.e.,

S4(1)) grow with the wind and that the higher the K value the faster

the growth. The parameters a0 and al have been derived by Chan and

Fung [1977] and the relation between W(',q) in (2) and (3) and S(K,

) has been found to be:

where I - Zks ig V - C7 /(, are tue slope variances of

the sea surface along the crosswind and upwind directions. A possible

way of estimating V is to use the slope variance paramaters given by

Cox and Munk [1954] for their clean sea model. Note that W(P ) is

resricted to that portion of the sea spectrum which satisfies the

assumptions in the perturbation theory. Thus, the value of K has a

lower bound which is a function of the electromagnetic wavelength.

With the sea spectrum given in the preceding section, the

sea-scatter model given by (4.14) can be evaluated. Figure 4.2 shows a

comparison of the theoretical e" versus azimuth angle curves with

experimental data taken on two different AAFE RADSCAT fiights (Jones,
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Schroeder and Mitchell, 1977, 1978]. Figure 4.3 illustrates the

relation between scattering coefficient and wind speed at taree angles

for horizontal polarization and 13.9 Gffz frequency, along with

experimental points obtained with the AAFE RADSCAT instrument. The

lines on the figures are tbeoretical values based on the G"omodel and

spectrum ojf Section 4.3.2.

Our following analysis for determination of theoretical scattering

coefficiet, is based on having instantaneous slope. One can
'Meovy

derive instantaneous local angle of incidence, 9,and also roughness

spectrum W( 6 ) and directly calculate the instantaneous

-6

a -14

0~~~-18~ VVv vvvv -Tz 6. 5

- Upwindt Crosswind1  Downwindjl

0 60 120 180 240 300 360
Azimuth Relative to Wind Vector (Degrees)

Figure 4.2
Comparison of theoretical results with a sample AAFE

run [Chan and Fung, 19771.
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Polarization: HH
Frequency (GHz): 13.9 50
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501,
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Wind Speed (m/sec)

Figure 4.3 0
Example of theoretical and observed values of J
plotted versus wind speed. AAFE Radscat data.

0

theoretical scattering coefficient, e , Section 6.2.
AeorY

=z a 7( (4.40)

Note that 4I1 and I are also functions of local angle of incidence,

and that the above theory assumes that the shorter waves are uniformly

distributed over the longer waves. When modulation of the amplitude of

the shorter waves takes place, the analysis must be modified.

4.4 Theoretical Basis of Capillarv Modulation Distribution

4.4.1 Modulation Phenomena

Short gravity-capillary waves, the equilibrium excitation of the

ocean surface, are spatially and temporally modulated by large-scale

ocean waves. Remote sensing of ocean waves by microwave radar depends
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on these modulations (Wright, 19771 which may also induce transfer of

substantial energy between short capillary and long large-scale waves.

An FM radar, such as that used by [.17., is a self-contained

two-scale wave probe. The measure of the large-scale waves (several

meters in length) is the instantaneous wave height, which is obtained

from time-delay of the received signal (slant range) (Section 5.3). At

appropriately chosen viewing angles the primary scatterers are

capillary waves, a few centimeters in length. Hence the amplitude

modulation of the received signal is a measure of the modulation of the

capillary waves. Two important sources of modulation of scattered

microwave power have been noted: modulation of the orientation of the

capillary waves, called tilting, and modulation of the amplitude of the

capillary waves, exemplified by the straining of the short capillary

waves by the horizontal component of orbital velocity of the large

waves.

If one assumes that the capillary vave amplitudes are uniform over

the large-scale waves, the modulation of the received signal is

completely governed by the variation of the local angle of incidence

(tilting effect) caused by slope changes. Note that tale instantaneous

large-scale wave slope can easily be derived from the instantaneous

wave height time profile, provided a long-crested assumption is sade.

If one knows the spectrum of the capillary waves S(X) and the

slope of the large-scale waves, the scattering coefficient can also be

established (Section 6.2). Since the capillary wave amplitudes are not

the sae at all points on the large-scale waves, due to modulation, one

of the major goals is to establish their distribution. This task can

be done by comparing the radar signals calculated as mentioned above

with the actual radar signal observed. The difference must be due to a
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change in the amplitude of the capillary waves at the BraSS-resonant

wavelength. When the variation of this amplitude difference is

cross-correlated with the height or slope of the large-scale waves, an

estimate of the phase relations of the peak of the distribution of

'apparent' capillary wave amplitude (with the crest of the wave or

point of maximum slope) can be obtained (Section 8.0).

The term 'apparent' is used because interactions between the

larger wavelength ocean waves and the capillary wave can result in

stretching or compressing a persistent train of capillary waves, so

that the wavelength associated with a particular pair of wave crests

may be different, depending upon their position on the large-scale

wave. Since the Bragg resonant condition for the radar can not follow

these expansions and contractions of the wavelengths for a wave train.

the signal observed might actually come from different wavelets,

depending upon their position on the large-soale waves, even if the

local angle of incidence were to remain the same.

4.4.2 Definition of the Modulation Index

Note that the scattering coefficient, o. , can be resolved into

the two components: contribution of backscattering due to orientation

modulation (tilting) r , and contribution of backscattering due to

0
amplitude modulation, Hence

&17 (4.41)
toC afr Mad

but

r - rv (4.42)Fa p7 ,ier
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so (4.43)

raw eAeOy
Let

Oro -- (4.44)

so

_<e- " (, ,+/,) (4.45)

where g is called the 'modulation index.'

The concept of the modulation index is fairly straightforward. It

is simply the ratio of the contribution of amplitude modulation to the

contribution of tilting to the backscatter. The phase relations of the

modulation index with respect to tae crest and slope are discussed in

Section 8.0.
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S.0 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND 'EVENT' SOLUTION

5.1 Exoerimental Set-Uy and System Description

The University of Kansas system was an FM radar operated over the

band from 8-18 GHz, Ku-band. The block diagram of the system is shown

in Figure 5.1. The platform near the Dutch coast was instrumented with

both microwave and ocean-wave equipment for measurement of waves,

currents and tides (Figures 5.2a and 5.2b).

5.2 Basis of Experiment

The microwave antenna was mounted just below the helicopter deck

of the platform (Figures 5.3a and 5.3b). It illuminated a portion of

the ocean surface that was small in comparison with the wavelength of

any modulating (large-scale) ocean wave of interest. The short

capillary waves, the predominant microwave scatterers are advected

about by the large waves. The backscatter field caused by

BraSS-resonant phenomena was measured at the receiver. From the

frequency difference between transmitted and received signals, the

slant range between the radar and the centroid of the illuminated area

could be found and converted to wave height. From the signal return

and the instantaneous area of the observed spot, the scattering

coefficient could be determined. The result of these conversions would

be a sample time profile of wave height in the center of the

scattering-measurement area which is comparable with that obtained by a

wave gauge at the tower and a simultaneous time history of the

scattering coefficient. Brief remarks on radar equations and

calculation of scattering coefficients and range follow. Note that the

simplification of the radar equation when the radar parameters remain
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1.A.

: 1.00--

west-side south-side

1. poles with oceanographic sensors
A. place of Fl4ICW measuring radar in 1977
S. ditto in 1973
C. place of French RMSES system
0. place of 8 mm navigation radar
L. luneberg lens, protruding from lelicooter deck (calibration)

Figure 5.2a
Measurement platform Noordwijk
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essentially unchanged can be represented by

___gear_/X_0 _ (5.1)

where:

Pr - received power

Pt - transmitted power

Gt - transmit antenIa gain

Gr - receive antenna gain

"- wavelength

a' t scattering coefficient (scattering cross-section per

unit area)

All1 - illuminated area

R - slant range to centroid of observation spot

The return power is measured by use of a square-law detector. The

power measured by the detector may be related to tae returned power at

the receive-antenna terminal through an unknown constant Kt, which

represents the effects of attenuation and conversion losses between

antenna and detector. Pdt0 the detector power, is therefore related to

the returned power by

TO (5.2)
4 /7)3 ge
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Iimediately before and after recording the return from the ocean,

a coaxial delay line of loss L is switched into the circuit at the

antenna ports to replace the path through the transmit antenna to the

surface and back through the receive antenna.

The power (through the delay line) after square-law detection is

given by

DZ 7

Taking the ratio of equations (5.2) and (5.3)

To complete calibration of the system, the returns from a standard

target of a known radar cross-section are measured. The Luneberg lens

of the Dutch group was used as a standard target. The returned power

of standard radar targets is given by

446 k2csi (5.5)
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where:

c - system constant k at time of calibration

-R range to standard radar target

Osrt - scattering coefficient of standard target

The power detected through the coaxial delay line at the time of

calibration using the standard radar target is given by

P _-/ci L (5.6)

The ratio of equations (5.5) and (5.6) is given by:

ar a)" 12 (5.7)

£3

Combining equation (5.4) with (5.7) and solving for

Note that the radar cross-section of the Luneberg lens was

supplied by the manufacturer, but a recalibration was pertormed at the

University of Kansas [Kim, 1982].

The illuminated area was calculated using the geometry shown in

Figure 5.4. The projection of the radar beam as seen on the flat
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surface is a skewed ellipse. The area of the ellipse was calculated

using

where Maxis is the major axis and maxis is the minor axis.

From the geometry of Figure 5.4, the expressions for the major and

minor axes were derived.

A Reaos&f1 O (uA ) a t /-YE) (5.9)

,: (5.10)

where:

Maxis - major axis

maxis - minor axis

R - range to center of target

9 pointing angle of antennas off vertical

1 E - effective gain-product (for receiving and transmitting

antennas) beamwidth in elevation plane

- effective gain-product beamwidth in the azimuthal plane

For a given target at range R, the time that returned signals are

delayed is
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Figure 5.4
Parameters used in determi~ning illumfnated area.
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An illustration of the frequency relationship between the transmitted

and received signal is shown in Figure 5.5. It can be shown that

so

(5.13)

where:

o - speed of light

FIF - intermediate frequency

FM sweep rate

A f sweep frequency width

In this system, FTF was fixed at 50 kHz and A f was fixed at 1 G~z.

FN  is adjusted by a tracking loop to center tne target return at 50

kHz.

5.3 Measurement Technioues

Measurements were made at angles of incidence, , from 10 to

0
80 (Figure 5.6), with both vertical and horizontal polarizations.

Frequencies for the measurements were at 1 GHz intervals from 9 to 17

GHz. Measurements were made at various angles relative to tue wind

direction with a large number of measurements in the upwind and

downwind direction, a smaller number of measurements in the cross-wind
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Figure 5.5
Frequency relationship between the transntted and received signal

for an FM radar

upw ind
look

wind

waves

Figure 5.6
Angle of incidence, e, varies between 100 and 800.
Note that the local angle of incidence 8' is modified

by the Slope Ct of the large-scale wave.
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direction and a few measurements in which the azimuth angle was varied

during collection of a single set of data.

Sampling rate was 1 Hz (one sample per second) so the maximum

frequency one expected to see was 0.5 Hz. For both convenience and

assurance that aliasing would be prevented, the wave height time series

were low-pass filtered to a cutoff frequency of 0.35 Hz. This should

not eliminate significant information in the wave height time series,

since one expects about 95 percent of signal energy to be distributed

between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz in normal climate conditions for wind speed less

than 20 u/see. Each set of experiments usually took 10-15 minutes. At

the start of a set, the wind speed, polarization and azimuth were

recorded and, in each set, the instantaneous slant range (actually FM),

wave gauge record, and power return were recorded on the cassette tape.

Examination of the reduced data showed that a very large number of

successful measurements was made, but that many of the measurements

contained errors due to such causes as lack of proper tracking of the

illuminated area by the range-tracker circuitry and poor

signal-to-noise ratio.

Although measurements were made at frequencies separated by only 1

GHz. many of the data sets were obtained at only two frequencies -- 10

and 15 GEz. This was done to permit longer sampling intervals than

would have been possible if both angle of incidence and frequency had

been changed over the entire range of parameters. Because of the

variation of the Bragg-resonant wavelength with angle of incidence, a

nearly complete set of the possible Bragg-resonant conditions was

obtained with the two-frequency measurements.
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5.4 'Soecular Events' Observation

Interesting phenomena that were observed in the time history of

radar return records were designated 'specular events'. Study of the

time history of radar returns indicates that most of the time the

signal fades about a mean level associated with the local angle of

incidence. Occasionally certain 'events' occur in which the signal is

much larger. This has been noted particularly at angles of incidence

near grazing [Kalmykov and Pustovoytenko, 1976J, but has also been

observed at other angles of incidence. An example of this type of

behavior is shown in Figure 5.7 that contains six noncontiguous

128-second samples of the time series of scattering coefficient.

Notice the generally small fluctuation about the varying mean level

with the occasional events, where the signal increases greatly. No

corresponding events occur for decreasing signal, so these large

signals appear to be caused by different phenomena than the normal

fading. These phenomena were observed by Kwoh and Lake (1981] in a

wave tank, where they identified two classes of events. In one class,

both polarizations gave the same return, and the laser sensor indicated

that specular reflection was possible. In the other class, the

vertically polarized returns were larger than the horizontal returns.

These were attributed to edge diffraction from sharp edges where waves

approach the breaking point.

The capillary-wave return power is proportional to the square of

the number of scatterers within the footprint, because their

backscattered fields add coherently, whereas the mean return from the

events is proportional to the average number of events per footprint.

Since the events are randomly located, their backscattered fields add
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Figure 5.7
Sample of time profile of (O (dB), illustrating the

specular events. Each 128-sec record is from a different time.
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nonooherently. The significant differences which have been reported

between the scattering coefficient of the ocean measured by radars in

aircraft and spacecraft and those measured by radars on towers may be

explainable with this theory. The larger footprints mean a larger

capillary contribution relative to the event contribution. Therefore,

the specular and other (perhaps edge diffraction) events cause a much

larger modification to the Brass-scatter signal strength for the low

altitude (where the footprint is smaller) than for the high altitude

(where the footprint is large). The derivation of this conclusion is

shown in Appendix B.
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6.0 THE BASIS OF THE CALCULATIONS

6.1 Slave Calculation

The height of the large-scale gravity waves for a finite record

length can be written as follows (Section 4.1.5):

°
- Z a.- &4: Cosy'( IXf.J +~- (6.1b)

where:

ai - the amplitude of the ith component of the wave

i - angular frequency of the ith component

ji - ith wave number

The water at Noordwijk is about 20 a deep. This is close enough

to the condition for use of a deep-water dispersion relation (Section

4.1.4) that such a relation can be used with little error. Here we

used the deep-water form:

z

where g is the gravitational constant 9.81 i/sec 2.

Another simplifying assumption made here is that the wave is

sufficiently long-crested that its slope may be considered to be in the

direction of wave travel in the -z direction. Making this assumption.

slope s(xt) is given by:
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During the Noordwijk experiment two measurements of H(t) were made

(Section 5.3), one with a wave gauge at the tower and the other by

measuring the slant range between the radar and the observed spot on

the surface. The latter measurement amounts to locating a wave gauge

at the centroid of the observed region. If we assume that this point

is at x-O. the slope at that point will be. on an instantaneous basis:

144 k 1i~~ (6.4a)

1.

This slope, however, is also the tangent of the slope angle so that

we write:

where the approximation has been made that the slopes are small. The

maximum slopes observed are on the order of 120, at least for the lower

wind speeds, so that this is a reasonable assumption. Figure 8.8

(Section 8.0) shows sample slope distribution. Combining (6.4b) and

(6.5) the slope angle can be approximated by:

a".7e- 2_(6 (6.6)
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6.2 Scattering Coefficient Calculation

The Bragg-resonant wavelength is a function of the instantaneous

angle of incidence. The angle of incidence, normally assumed to be the

pointing angle 4P for a radar, is modified by the slope of the

underlying, large-scale wave (Figure S.7). Thus we may write for the

Bragg-resonant condition:

where k is the radar wave number and is the pointing angle,

measured from vertical for the radar antenna.

Lot the local angle of incidence be 9 , where

(6.8)

so the instantaneous theoretical scattering coefficient

would be (Section 4.3.1):

AP9~) I' WFZ~ (;) (6.9)

where for horizontal polarization

z

Rh being the Fresnel reflection coefficient for horizontal

polarization:
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4...(6.10b)

Vv

1., and T, beini the Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients.

For vertical polarization:

A (,d f I

7r- 5-v; (I9 (6.11c)

In O ,k is the radar wave number in air, k' is the radar wave

numbr in sea water, and is the local ansle of incidence.f e

11(#.#) is the normlalized anisotropic sea spectrum, and lis

the vartinle of the ill-scale, capillary wives as shown by Fung and

Chan [19771.•

o-', Lw(' e, _(.K)/jI z-,,,)Co .,J (6.11b)

Z/?k

e.

where - is the ratio of slope variance at crosswind, 0kt r w

nbto slope variance at upwind an l o incide.

is the~ ~ nra ied andtoi sea spcrm andksii

De termination of S(), the spectru of the small capillary wave is

based on a modification of Pierson and Stacy's (19731 sea spectrum

(Settion 4.3.2). The reion of their spectral model that we ire
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V r'

interested in is the capillary region, S4(1), where

!5(k)= o-431(2 P) 5+..3_9k5' 13 ,4 9  (6.13)

The parameters which have been used in this model have been described

in Section 4.3.2. Even though the model looks very cumbersome, the

instantaneous sea spectrum S(( /(t))), based on instantaneous local

angle of incidence and windspeed, can easily be determined.

In the part of the experiment reported here the antenna pointed to

upwind ( =00), downwind ( -91800), or crosswind ( T-900), so the

scattering coefficient would be considered only local-angle-of-
#

incidence, , dependent. Hence

p~~~ ~ -tit,/A )[~z (6.14)

It is worthwhile mentioning that the last factor in the numerator,

[1+2(1-R/I1+R)]is constant for a specific, given windspeed u, so one can

state

pp/7 X o)I.

_ 5 (6.15~b)

where:

A(u) is constant at a given windspeed
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For determination of instantaneous scattering coefficient,

OT (0(J) , we normalized the instantaneous calculated value of

N to where is mean of

and t* &~~

is mean of actual, measured scattering coefficient (Section

5.2). This type of normalization, here called theoretical scattering

coefficient calibration, not only takes care of A(u),[1+2(1-R/l+R)I but

also compensates for any other scaling factor that we did not take into

account (Section 5.4). The theoretical scattering coefficient is

therefore defined as Cr (o. , with

6.3 Modulation Index Calculation

As discussed in Section 4.3, if no amplitude modulation of the

capillaries were present, the only source of modulation in backscatter

from the sea surface is tilting, but it has been shown very clearly by

several investigators (Section 3.0) that the amplitude modulation of

the capillary waves does indeed exist and has very important

contributions to actual scattering coefficient. Therefore we may write
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where:

Con)) is instantaneous scattering coefficient
r, er

contribution due to tilting effect.

Cr,0 ( ,L,9 f) is instantaneous scattering coefficient

twod
contribution due to capillary

wave modulation.

Then

Cr(

Note that L 9i s the same as ,the

0,fr/-
theoretical scattering coefficient (Section 4.3), so

a- ((11) c 1 ~ ) (6.19)

Here we define the modulation index

0

So, from (6.19)

- -I(6.20)

M) is the ratio of the contribution of backscatter due to

amplitude modulation of capillary waves to the contribution of

backscatter due to orientation of capillary waves over tne large-scale

waves.
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6.4 Cross-Correlation Calculation

Cross-correlation of modulation index,/00(f) with wave height

, I4(o, e) can readily show the phase relationships between the

peak of capillary amplitude and the crest of the large-scale wave

(Section 8.0). Analytically,

o1(') =f ~ *7(a)4D, )4~~J fU k2  (6.21a)

Numerically, Section 8.0

24I

-- (/*V 21(6.21b)

With the cross-correlation of modulation index,7//Ot ) , with slope,

s(o,t) one can determine the phase relationships between peak of

capillary modulation and peak of the slope. Analytically

7-

~~ L- , Zt'' 5(,t''d' (6 .22a)

Numerically, Section 8.0:

-L E (n : (o, Y (6.22b)

6.5 Modulation Transfer Function Calculation

Consider the backscattered signal to a microwave radar which

illuminates an area of sea surtace. at least one dimension of which is

much smaller than the wavelength of the dominant surtace wave. The
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backscattered power is found to fluctuate with time and may be

represented by Fourier series

.P.Cos (9 ) .t+fCos(2 f-, . (6.23b)

In many cases, harmonics of the ocean wave frequency are not found

in the return power. Furthermore, it is found that the amplitude of

the fluctuation in the ;.wer increases with the height of the ocean

wave (Plant, 1980]. To incorporate these observations in P(r), let

(6.24a)

9~. /g44(6 .24o)

~/ (6 .24c)

(6.24d)

where ' is mean backscattered power, A is wave amplitude and R is a

coefficient describing the power modulations with these definitions.

f~t)= .' L' /eAc~(2 ' t-.)J (6.25)

Let the surface displacement be ('xt)
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k~x&) A~s((~~217& (6.26)

The wave slope is given by

kx <c k.,- r?,ol,(6.27)

e may therefore write the maginitude of the wave slope as

(6.28)

where C is the phase speed of the ocean wave, 217 ) and

is the magnitude of the horizontal component of orbital velocity.

Thus,

~'t~- [~/~m/e os(~9) (6.30)

where

(6.31)

If we write this in complex notation, we have

3 (6.32)
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where m is now a complex quantity whose phase is positive if it leads

the wave crest. Since m may depend on ocean wave frequency, it is

called the modulation transfer function. It is a dimensionless

quantity and is related to R, which has dimensions of inverse length,

by

An X (6.33)

A<

The modulation transfer function may be evaluated by

cross-correlating with either wave height or horizontal component

of orbital velocity. In our case we evaluate RIF by cross-correlating

with wave height. Correlating f(t) and(ol) .

* - 2

where 'Tis the time lag. But,

* 2

o = ..-L/ e (6.35)

so J

P LI'~ f/ (k"'J/*h 101t)] (6.36)

Transforming the equation to Fourier domain,

-)e) ip (6.37)
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so

The plots of R(),,T and and versus frequenfy are shown

in Figures 8.22 through 8.27 (Section 8.0).

6.6 Coherence Function Calculation

The last quantity that we have calculated is coherence function,

defined by

( ( .. (6.39)

The coherence function has a maximum of one at any given frequency.

Values less than one. indicate either: (1) noisy signal. (2) and

9') are not linearly dependent, or (3) P6/) is due to sources in

addition to I/Cl . The discussion about coherence function is in

Section 8.0. Figures 8.28 and 8.29 (Section 8.0) show the plot of

coherence vs frequency.
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7.0 TRANSFORMATION FROMTEMPORAL TO SPATIAL DOMAIN

7.1 Problem Description

Measurement of wave height was made with both the wave gauge and

the FM radar capability of TRAXAS (Section 5.3). These point

measurements of time history are interesting, but many of the features

of the waves that are desired are spatial rather than temporal, i.e.,

distribution of capillary wave amplitude over large-scale wave. In the

following we discuss the means to convert the temporal information into

spatial information on the assumption that waves are long-crested

(Section 4.0), and that observations are made in an upwind or downwind

direction. If we know the spectrum of the capillary waves S(K), and

the slope of the large-scale waves, as a function of distance, the

theoretical scattering coefficient may also be established as a

function of distance. Furthermore, if one could prove that the

transformation of information from temporal to spatial domain is a

linear process, the direct conversion of the scattering coefficient or

any other quantity of interest from temporal to spatial domain would be

possible.

Since the capillary wave amplitudes are not the same at all points

on the large-scale wave (Section 3.0), one of the major goals is to

establish their distribution. To establish the spatial distribution of

capillary wave amplitude over the large-scale wave, one must convert

the waveheiSht-time profile to a waveheight-distance profile. Because

of the nonlinear relationship between tae wave number K and the angular

frequency . this is not as trivial a task as one might suppose. In

the following, we undertake to lay the basis for the calculation.
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7.2 Discgtnj23

Consider a wave travelins in the -z direction. It may be

represented by a series of the form (Section 4.1.5):

or

where b i is a complex amplitude.6j . a.(7 .2a)

In deep water the relation between K and o is (Section 4.1.4)

k .(7.2b)

In the radar or wave-gauge measurement, we observe the height

h(O.t) where it is assumed that the measurement is made at x-O (Section

5.3). To express this in terms of Fourier series for a measurement of

duration T, we may write

-7/i

6j, f= t e- j e ,t (7.3)

where
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Recovering the time variation of height from the Fourier series

then consists merely of evaluating

- (7.5)

If somehow we could observe, at a single instant, the height as a

function of distance h(x,O) we would obtain the Fourier coefficient for

this function by

where

0) (7.7)

We could regain the function of height by

h-~o = (7.8a)

MN

where
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hC%,o) ~(7.8c)

Note, however, that the terms in (7.8) are uniformly spaced in K.

whereas the terms in (7.5) are uniformly spaced in W . The Fourier

coefficients are different even taiough the values bi and bn are samples

of the same continuous spectra. It is this difference that causes

problems in using the coefficients obtained by (7.3) to evaluate

(7.8a).

The slope might be obtained easily by differentiating the series

of (7.1), that is

xt (7.9)

so either or can be recovered by

multiplying terms in the appropriate series by jK.

7.3 Continuous Form

It is instructive to consider what happens with continuous

frequency and K functions rather than Fourier series, particularly

since the FFT algorithms, although actually involving Fourier series,

are addressed as if they were for continuous functions.

In continuous form we may write the time series as

h(o,t) -( (o) 7 7.10)

or the spatial series as
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, -4 - (7.11)

where

so

h I ?7 (7.12)

The two integrals (7.10) and (7.12) obviously are not the same

because K and W are related by w = . Note that H(u) and

H(vfkg) are generally not equal.

One can also find the slope in either the time or tne frequency

domain by differentiating the appropriate functions obtaining

2-' (7.13)

. , ,e- (7.14)

-- 17

7.4 Numerical Evaluation

The difficulty with converting the formal solution into a

numerical one has to do with the way in which the FFr provides the

values for the function H(W). Clearly the inverse FFT requires

samples of H(4T1) spaced uniformly in K, but the uniform spacing in u

means that the values are non-uniformly spaced in K. Thus, one cannot

directly feed the outputs of the FF" of h(0,t) into an inverse FF" in K

so



to get h(x,O).

If the function were smoothly varying in both amplitude and phase,

one could use an interpolation routine to obtain values of the function

at uniformly spaced points on the K axis, but unfortunately the values

of the Fourier coefficients fluctuate widely. So the interpolation is

not possible.

The straightforward way to evaluate the function is simply to sum

the series of (7.1a) with t-0 and K given by (7.2b). This can be done

in the computer, but not with the inverse FFT routine. Hence, the

nonaniformly spaced trigonometric functions themselves must be

evaluated, which Is time-consuming. For handling masses of data, this

means that a table must be generated of the appropriate trigonometric

values, so that multiplication can be substituted for the repeated

evaluation of numerous trigonometric functions by selecting a standard

record length, such as 128 or 256 samples.

Before considering the setting-up of such a table, we must

consider the apropriate ranges of X and T. We can write the phase for

a component of the surface as

L

4) (7.15)
5

If we are to use values of X and T that correspond to comparable

maximum phase shifts, we have

where T is the sample length in time domain and fm is the maximum
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frequency used. Since we start with a time record of limited duration,

I must be expressed in terms of

X= T, (7.16b)

which means that we should not try to reproduce h(x,O) over a larger

range than this. That is, we must keep

57 ,)7/ (7.17)

Reasonable record lengths to us- with the MARSEN data are 64, 128

and sometimes 256 seconds. If we continue to limit the maximum

frequeAcy used to .35 Hz, this means that x should be less than 225,

570 or 1140 m, respectively. The predominant wavelength is of the

order of 54.0 m, so a 64-second record would only have 5 cycles of this

wave and even fewer cycles of the low-frequency components, so

correlation achieved with individual records would be very noisy.

Accordingly, the minimum record length that should be used is 128

seconds. An analytical experiment was pertormed to determine tne

validity of this procedure.
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8.0 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A very large data set (about 115 cassette tapes) was collected

during the experiment. The raw cassette-tape data were converted into

files in the University of Kansas Honeywell computer system. The files

were edited to insert headers ane eliminate bad runs. Software was

written to produce scattering coefficients, radar wave heights and

other quantities of interest. Preliminary calculations have been made

on all the basic quantities.

Figures 8..l and 8.2 illustrate some processed 'raw data' records.

Figure 8.1 shows a sample set of versus time, and Figure 8.2 shows

the measured wave height both from slant-range measurement and wave

staff. The power spectrum for the wave height profile has been

calculated both from radar and wave-staff measurements. Figures 8.3

and 8.4 illustrate samples of these spectra. They agree very well.

Both have a single peak at about 0.17 Hz. This agreement gave some

confidence for further analysis. The sampling rate of the experiment

was 1.0 H:. For slope determination, wave height data set has been

low-pass filtered with maximum frequency of 0.35 Hz. This reduces the

possibility of aliasing. Figure 8.5 shows a sample histogram of

calculated slope for a wind of 12.5 m/sec, obtained from a filtered

wave-height measurement. The standard deviation is about 10 degrees.

For wind speed cases, say, between 8 and 10 m/sec, one would not expect

such a high value of standard deviation. Figure 8.6a illustrates a

sample set of measured scattering coefficients with an average

windspeed 8.61 in/sec. Note that any point which is greater tuan 6.0 dB

above the mean is called specular 'event' (Section 5.4). Figure 8.6b

illustrates the same sample set of scattering coefficients, replacing
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the specular events by a seven-point triangularly-weighted average of

the adjacent samples. The expected dependence of scattering

coefficient on the windspeed has been observed, and is illustrated in

Figure 8.7. This dependence is due to the fact that the capillary wave

amplitude depends on windspeed (Section 4.3.2) and the amplitude of the

capillary spectrum directly governs the backscattered power (Section

4.3.1).

Two samples of measured scattering coefficient for W- and

HH-polarization as a function of incidence are shown in Figure 8.8.

The scattering coefficient is inversely proportional to the incidence

angle. If the effect of the large-scale wave slope on capillary-wave

amplitude could be neglected, the Bragg-wave number, K. would be

completely governed by the angle of incidence. Figure 8.9 shows a

sample preliminary estimate of the measured spectrum in the

Mitsuyasu-Honda range, $4(K), based on average incidence angle (the

pointing angle). The measured values are compared with theoretical K

spectra (lines on the figure). Note that tne K-spectrum decreases

rapidly with increasing Bragg-wave number, K. Since the scattering

coefficient is directly governed by K-spectrum, one would expect the

smaller value of scattering coefficient for larger incidence angle.

Note that Bragg-wave number K is proportional to angle of incidence.

One of the major goals of this analysis is to estimate the

modulation of the capillary waves over the large-scale waves, both

temporally and spatially. If the capilary wave spectrum S(K) and the

instantaneous slope of the large-scale wave are known, one can

calculate the theoretical instantaneous scattering coefficient based on

uniform capillary distribution (Section 4.3). The RMS value of
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T7me Profile of SigmoO in dB
U-8.6 (m/sec),Theto,-40(De.)Azim. =0. 0(Deg.),Freq. - 14.5(CHz).HH Pol.
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Time (Sec.)

M -a -1 0 I _
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Time (Sec.)

E -

544 576 608 640 672 704 736 768
Time (Sec.)

Figure 8. 1
Sample of processed G0 (dB), from the radar return,
showing the "event" threshold. Each '28-sec record

is From a d'fferent time.
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213t September 1979. Run J156

S 0

-2

213t September 1979. Run J156

.' 0

-2 L
0 50 100 150 200 250

TIME IN SECONDS

Figure 8. 2
Sample comparison of wave staff and radar wave heights.

Wave staff was separated about 11 meters from
Radar Observation.
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Figure 8.3
Normalized wave-height spectrum (radar) ;

single peak at 0.17 Nz.
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Figure 8./4 (w v st f )

Normal ized wave-height spectrum (aesaf

single peak at 0.16 Hz.
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Figure 8.5
Sample slope distribution obtained from instantaneous slopes

derived from radar wave-height measurement. Standard
deviation 100. Wind speed 12.5 rn/s. Scale on Figure: Number

of observations (upper list of numbers).
Slope in degrees (lower list of numbers).
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rime Profile of SigmoO in dB

U-8. 69(m/sec),Theto-40(Dog.),Azim.,=O. O(Dog.),Freq. 14.5(CHz), W Pol.

i -24

32 64 96 128 160 192 224 25f
Time (Sec.)

__ -16

288 320 352 384 416 448 480 512
Time (Sec.)

-a-

1:

o v-

n-4 I I I 24_ __ _-

544 576 608 640 672 704 736 768
Time (Sec.)

0 Figure 8.6a
Sample of a7 (dB), illustrating numerous specular events.

Each 128-sec record is from a different time.
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Time Profile of SIgmaO In dO-Spcir Out 6. di GT Mean
U=8. 69(m/sec),Theta-40(Dog.),Azim. -0. O(Dog.),Freq. =14.5(GHz),w Pol.

i -24

32 64 96 128 160 192 224 256
Time (Sec.)

-16

E
Vi 24 I -

288 320 352 384 416 448 480 512
Time (Sec.)

-16
i

- _ __ __ ___ I I I 
544 576 608 640 672 704 736 768

Time (Sec.)

Figure 8.6b
Sample of o (dB) replacing the specular events by 7 point

average of an adjacent sample. Each 128-sec record is
from a different time.
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SigmaC vs. log win dspeed with least squares fit.
W polarzatiori. Inc. angle =40 deg. Downwind.

-

cn1 0

-15

E

-25-

-30 L-

0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25

log u

Figure 8.7
Sample preliminary estimate of wind speed

response of aO from 3 days of data
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SigrnaO vs. incident angle.

10 dfownwind
HH polarization

feuny- 150HZ

0 *24 Sept. 1979

-10

o -20

-30U

-40 1 U-1'AIId 11111 1
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

20

- ~downwindf

10- W polaizan
-~ frequency1 - 150Hz

- 24 Sept 979

Ma

0-
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Figure 8.8
A sample preliminary estimate of aO vs angle of incidence

based on 10 GHz calibration used at 15 GHz.
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K-SPECTRUM FOR

SEPT. 21, SEPT.124, SEPT. 25, 1979

DAEA THEORY 1 IIIIIIIIlIlIIIi....

10- 10- .. *5-.U/

'~~ ~ -2.\\

3 -1

2

4 U-.01

U. te. Cu/s

2 -- u-ULz. we/@

a69 2 3 4 5 67

10'

Figure 8.9

Sample preliminary estimate of measured Mitsuyasu-4tonda

range of wave spectrum. Some of scatter may result from

use of 10 GHz reference calibration
for both 10 G~z and 15 G~z data.
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modulation index p orA C (Section 4.4.2) can show the modulation

effect and tilting effect on total scattering coefficient. Having the

cross-correlation between the p(t) and slope one can estimate the phase

i relation of the peak of the modulation with respect to peak of the

slope. The phase relation of the peak of the modulation with respect

to crest of the wave can be found by the same means.

The ensemble-average UNS value of modulation index has been

calculated botU for IN- and W-polarization. The average RuS

modulation index is 0.876 with standard deviation of 0.34 for UK-case

and is 0.673 with standard deviation of 0.044 for V-case.

Figures 8.10a and 8.11 illustrate the autocorrelation of wave

height and slope. The wave height autocorrelations show that the wave

height is a quasi-periodic type of function with a period between 5.5

to 6.5 seconds, which corresponds to a dominant wave with frequency of

about 0.15 - 0.17 Hz. The slope autocorrelation function shows that

the slope is the same type of the quasi-periodic function, but with

shorter periods, about 3.5 seconds, which corresponds tc a dominant

frequency of 0.29 Hz. The higher dominant frequency in slope is

expected because the slope spectrum components are calculated by

multiplication of wave-height spectrum components with the square of

corresponding angular frequency, W i, divided by g. the gravitational

acceleration. This would definitely shift the spectrum peak to the

higher frequency. Figure 8.10b shows the cross-correlation of slope

and wave height and cross-correlation of theoretical scattering

coefficient and slope. As is shown, the slope leads the wave height by

about 1.0 second. The cross-correlation of theoretical scattering

coefficient and slope has a maximum at zero lag, as it should.
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AVE. Of 10 RUNS Sept. 21st/170 -(FILT. .35 Hz)

u-6.6i to/See.). Theta-40.C(Deg.). AZIa-0.0(Deg.). FrCQ-14.SCGHZJ. POI.-*t

0.

* -6.0 -7.0 -6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 '1.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 9.0
TIME Lag. (Sec.)

0.1

-6.0 -7.0 -6;.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 7.0 93.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

Figure 8.10a
Temporal autocorrelation of wave-height. Dominant period is 5.8 sec.

Temporal autocorrelation of slope. Dominant period is 3.5 sec.
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Ave. of 10 Runms Sept.21st/70 (SPC.LR OUT 6. dB GT ?,EAN) - (FILT .35 Hz)

U-6.61C/Sec.). Theta-40. Meg.). AZfl4-0.0 C0eg.). Freqm14.5 (Gu3. Po1.-W

W~ 0.4

-9.0 -7.0 -6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 7.0 9.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

~0.8up 0.

-9.0 -7.0 -6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -L.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 6.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

Figure 8.l0b
Cross-correlation of slope and wave-height. Slope leads the

wave-height by about 1.0 sec. Cross-correlation of theoretical
aO and slope. M~aximum peak at zero lag.
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Ave of 5 Runs Sept. Zlst/79 -(FILT .3S Hiz)

U-S.89(u/Sec.]. Tht&A. (0g.. AZI0.CDeg.).Freqft I4.5(G4ZJ. Pol.VV

0.6

0.4

-0.

-0.8

* -8.0 -7.0 -6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

0.8

0."1

0.0

8-0.

-8.0 -7.0 -8.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 !-0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

Figure 8.11
Autocorrelation of wave-height. Dominant period is about 5.8 sec.

Autocorrelation of slope. Dominant period is about 3.5 sec.
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Figures 8.12 and 8.13 illustrate the cross-correlatioUs of the

scattering coefficient and the wave height and also the scattering

coefficient and the slope, for both HE- and W-polarization cases. The

values of cross-correlation are not large, since the graphs are the

result of averaging ten runs for HH-cases and five runs for V-cases.

Even though much larger correlations have been observed for single

cases at different lags, the most significant result is that consistent

values were observed for the two polarizations, based on observations

at different times. The scattering coefficient leads the slope by

about 0.75 seconds or about 1/8 of the dominant large-scale wave period

(450) or 1/4.7 of the dominant slope period, 770. The scattering

coefficient leads the wave height even more, about 1.7 seconds or about

1040 ahead of the crest of the dominant wave. Another peak, smaller

than the dominant one, can be observed for both cross-correlation

functions. The phase difference between the two peaks is about a full

period of the dominant slope quasi- periodic component, 3.5 seconds.

This obviously shows that the scattering coefficient is dominated by

the slope effect, which one would expect from the theory (Section

4.3.1). Note that the cross-correlation function of theoretical

scattering coefficient and slope peaks to maximum at zero Ia (Figure

8.10b), since maximum theoretical scattering coefficient occurs at

maximum slope. We believe the 'unexpected' shift of the

cross-correlation of scattering coefficient and slope, 1/8 of the

dominant large-scale period, is due to the fact that the capillary

waves are not uniformly distributed over the large-scale wave.

The modulation index p(t) is called A" in the figures. For

both HU and VV cases. Figures 8.14 and 8.15 show that 40"leads the
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Ave. of 10 Runms Sept.2lst/79 (SPCLR w~r 6. dB GT ?DA) (FILT .35 Hz)

U-.1(/Sea.). Theta-40. 00.). AZI4-0.0 (Dog.). Freq-14.5(Hj.Po .-W

* -6.0 -7.0 -6.0 -6.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 6.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

ig. 0.

S-0.

-6.0 -7.0 -8.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 6.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

Figure 8.12
Cross-correlation of 00 and wave-height. CO leads the

wave-height by about 1.7 sec (104*). Cross-correlation of
ao and slope. aO leads the slope by about 0.75 sec (90*).
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Ave. of S Runms Sept.Zlst/79 (SPCLR WTr 6. dB Gr NM) - (FILT .3S Hz)

U-66SSWSec.). Theta-40. (00g.). Azfl-.oUeg..Fruq-14.5(GHz1. Pal. -VV

0.8

-0.

-10.8

0.

~0.4

-13.0 -7.0 -6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 6.0
TIME Lag. (Sec.)

Figure 8.13

Cross-correlation of aO and wave-height, a
0 

leads the

wave-height by about 1.7 sec (104*). Cross-correlation of

a0 and slope, a
0 

leads the slope by about 0.75 sec (90*).
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slope by about 1.6 seconds or about 113.6 of the dominant period of the

large-scale wave (about 1/2.19 of the dominant period of the slope

(about 1650)). The cross- correlation of &Ir and wave height. Figures

8.14 and 8.15. shows that Ar leads the wave height by about 2.5

seconds which is about 1/2.35 of dominant period of the large-scale

wave or about 153 degrees ahead of the crest of the wave. Note tiat

the cross-correlation of the h6 and wave height for EH is stronger

then for VV. but the locations of the peaks are reasonably consistent.

Since the spatial cross-correlation functions should be studied

for an estimation of the spatial distribution of the capillary waves

over the large-scale waves, a set of spatial profiles has been

determined using the method described in Chapter 7. Figure 8.16 shows

the profiles of the wave height for a sample record in tae temporal and

spatial domains and Figure 8.17 shows tue comparable slope profiles.

These spatial slope profiles were used to compute a theoretical

scattering coefficient profile in the spatial domain as shown in Figure

8.18. The relationship between tne scattering coefficient and the wave

height is very nonlinear. Consequently. the assumptions of Chapter 7

regarding transformation from temporal to spatial domain probably are

not sufficiently good to justify a direct transformation of the

scattering coefficient to the spatial domain. Accordingly, a

transformation has been made of the values of 60" . For relatively

small values of 6T the relation should be sufficiently close to

linear that the transformation has a reasonable chance of success. A

sample is shown in Figure 8.19. For larger values of&f' the values

presented in the spatial domain probably are not very accurate. A

simple set of spatial autocorrelations is presented in Figure 8.20 for
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Ave. of 10 Runms Sept.Zlst/79 (SPCLR OUT 6. dB GT INAN) - (FILT .35 Hz)

U-fi. 81 W/Sec.) . Theta-40. (Deg. . AZI.4-0. 0(og.. I reQ-1 4. 5(GWZJ PO 1. -W

-83.0 -7.0 -83.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -6000102030 . . . . .0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

-6.0 -7.0 -6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 7.0 6.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

Figure 8.14
Cross-correlation of AO and wave-height. Aa leads the wave-height

by about 2.5 sec (153@). Cross-correlation of Aa and slope.
Aa leads the slope by about 1.6 sec (165*).
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Ave. of 5 Runs Sept. Zlst/79 (SPCLR our 6. dB GT IAN) -(FILT .3.5 Hz)

U-6.81(u/Sea.). That@-40. (0g.). AZIM-0.O (Deg.). Freq-14.5(GHZ). Pol.=VV

0.4

0.

-'0.

-. 0 -7.0 -6.0 -5.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 7.0 9.0

TIME Lag. (Sec.)

S0.8
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u -0.0 -?.0 -6.0 -.6.0 -4.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 7.0 6.0

-TIME Lag. (Sec.)

Figure 8.15
Cross-correlation of Aa and wave-height. LAa leads the wave-height

by about 2.5 Sec (153*). Cross-correlation of Acy and slope.
Aa leads the slope by about 1.6 sec (1650).
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wave height and slope. It seems the dominant spatial wave length is

about 70 a and the dominant slope wave length is about 42 a. Figure

8.21 shows the spatial cross-correlations between AT and wave height

and slope for the same data set.

Spatial analysis has just started and requires considerably more

study before conclusions can be drawn. Hence, the above presentations

of results must be considered as very preliminary.

The final quantity of interest is the modulation transfer

function, MT (Section 6.5). Figures &.22 and 8.23 illustrate the MT

for HE and VV polarization oases. Both tae Alpers form R(f) and the

NIL form m(f) are shown. Below 0.35 Hz the MTFs have more or less tue

same characteristics. R(f) has a minimum at about 0.1 Hz. and m(f)

decreases monotonically. More smoothing and more sample averaging

needs to be done for more stable, smooth characteristics. 1(f) above

0.35 h has more noiselike charaoteristcs because tee wave-height power

spectrum, which is in the denominator of the WTF expression, would not

have proper information beyond 0.35 Hz (Section 5.3). For both VV and

H polarization cases shown in Figures 8.24 and 8.25, the power spectra

have similar characteristics, except for some peaks at 0.22 Hz and 0.35

Hz for VV cases. Note that for VV only 5 sample records were averaged

whereas for M 10 samples have been averaged. Hence, one would expect

more smooth and stable characteristics in power spectra and NTF for Ei

case. The wave height power spectra of both cases have been plotted in

Figures 8.26 and 8.27. Both have a single peak around 0.15 Hz.

The average coherence for function for radar power return spectra

and wave height spectra have been found both for -N and VV polarization

and plotted in Figures 8.28 and 8.29. The average value of coherence
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Sample Of Wave Height Profile In Temporol&Spatial Domains
U-8. 61 (m/sec),Theto=40(0eg.),Azim. =0. O(Deg.),Freq. =14.5(GHz),HH Pol.

I I

!oi !

32 64 96 128
'ime (Sec.)

* I'-

32 64 96 128 160 192 224 256 288 320 352 384 416
Distance (Meters)

Figure 8.16
Sample of wave-height p rofiles in temporal and spatial domains
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Sample Of Slope Profile In Temporol&Spotial Domains

U-8. 61 (m/sec), Thetam40(Og.),Azim. -O.O(Deg.),Freq. -14.5(GHz),HH Pal.

a

0

32 64 96 12a
Time (Sec.)

a

0
-J

32 64 96 128 160 192 224 256 2a8 320 352 384 416
Oistance (Meter)

Figure 8.17
Sample of slope profile in temporal and spatial domains
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Sample Of SigmaC Theory Profile in Ternporol&patial Domains
U&.6 1(m/sec) Theta=4(Deg.),Azim. =0. 0(eg.),Freq. = 14.5(GHz),HH Pol.
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32 6 96 128161924 25
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Sam pie Of Delta Sigma Profile In Terno pral&Spatiol Domains

U=8. 61 (m/sec), Theta= 40(Deg.) ,Azim. =0. 0(Deg.), Freq. =14.5(GHz), HH Pal.

20

E

10

0

32 64 96 128
Time (Sec.)

0

u,- 1 0 -

E0

326 618160 192 224 256
Distance (Meter)

Figure 8.19
Sample of ~Ay profile in temporal and spatial domains
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Ave. of 10 Runms Sept. 2lst/79 -(FILT .35 Hz)

U-6.61(sn/Sc.3. Theta-4. M~eg..AZZN-0.Oceg.). P-q-14.S (GHzI. POl.-W*

-66. -64. -72. -W0. -48. -36. -24. -12. 0. 12. 24. 36. 46. 90. 72. 84. 98.

SPATIAL Lag. (Meter)
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Ave. OF #5 RUN Sept21st/79(FILT .35 HZ.)

US8.89(m/Sec.). Theta-40. (eg.).AZIM-0.0 (Dg.).Freq-14.5 (GHzJ. Pal. 4H

0--

U -96.0-84.0-72.0-60.0-48.0-36.0-24.0-12.0 0.0 12.0 24.0 36.0 48.0 60.0 72.0 84.0 96.0
SPATIAL (Lag.)

o 0.4
ca

-0.2

U

u 96.0-84.0-72.0-60.0-48.0-36.0-24.0-12.0 0.0 12.0 24.0 36.0 48.0 60.0 72.0 84.0 96.0
SPATIAL Lag. (Meter)

Figure 8.21
Cross-correlation between Acy and wave height and slope.



Sept. 21st, 79, Ave. Of 10, 128pts. Subruns & 7pt. Moving Ave.
U=8.61 Wm/sec), Theta=40 (ODeg.), AZj'. =0.0 (Deg.), Freq= 4-5 (SHz), HH Pol.

Spclr Out 6. dB GT. Mean

1.0

CI
C

00.6

8 I
L
-j

0

z
EI

0.0 1 I I

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Freq. (Hz)

Figure 8.22
Normalized modulation transfer functions R(f) (dash line)

and m(f) (solid line).
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Sept. 21st, 79, Ave. Of 5, 128pts. Subruns 7pt. Moving Ave.
U=8.69 (m/sec), Theta=40 (Deg.), Azim. =0.0 (Deg.), Freq=14.5 (GHz), vv Pal.

Spclr Out 6. dB GT. Mean
1.0

I I ' I '
C

0.8 _
QI '
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Il
UId

L I I

00.4 I_

o ,

S0.2
L

0.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Freq. (Hz)

Figure 8.23
Normalized modulation transfer functions R(f) (dash line) and

m(f) (solid line). Note it is not as smooth and
stable as the HH MrF.
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Sept. 21st. 79. Ave. Of 10, 12Epts. Subruns 8 7pt. Moving Ave.
U=8.61 (r/sec), Theta=40 (Deg.). Azim.=O. 0 (Deg.). Freq=14.5 (GHz), HH Pal,

Spclr Out 6. dB ST. Mean

1.0 _______ _

0
L

to

0.2

LL

L

0
z

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
Freq. (Hz)

Figure 8.24

Normalized power return power spectra.
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Sept. 21st, 79, Ave. Of 5. 12Bpts. Subr'uns & 7pt. Moving Ave.
U=8. 69 (a/sec), Theta-40 (Deg.). Azim. =0. 0 (Deg.), Freq=14.5 (GHzJ. vv P04

Spclr Out 6. dB GT. Mean
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Sept. 21st. 79, Ave. Of 10, I2Bpts. Subruns G 7pt. Moving Ave.
U=8. 61 (misec), Theta=40 (Deg.), Azim. =0. 0 (Deg.). Freq=14.5 (6Hz). HH Pal I
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Sept. 21st, 79, Ave. Of 5, 12Bpts. Subruns & 7pt. Moving Ave.
1-6. 69 (N/sec), Theta=40 (Deg.). Azin. =0. 0 (Deg.). Fr'eq=14.5 (GHz). vv Pal

1.0

.41 0.8
CL

0

.4.
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r2 0.2
0
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0.0
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Freq. (HZ)

Figure 8.27
Normalized wave-height power spectra;

single peak about 0.14 Hz.
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over the frequency for E is 0.321 with standard deviation of 0.013 and

for VV is 0.72 with standard deviaton 0.02. The coherence functions

show sore dependence between radar power return spectra and wave height

for VV than for HI. Further study is needed to explain the difference.

Plant [1980] stated that a useful, though arbitrary, convention in

analyzing the MTF is to use only data for which the coherence is

greater than 0.3. One result of a low value of coherence function is

that the corresponding values of M17 have large variances.

Ave. Of 10 P.un Scp'L. 21s' "979
U: 8.81 (in 's) .Thctoa '40.O(Dcg.) ,A,..m: :O.0(Dcg.) .Frcq-- 1 4 .5(Ghz7),Po,, -!!.

0.6 -
0.511 - _

4) 0.4k -
, o.3L ... /
C,

0.-4
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Freq. (Hz.)

Figure 8.28
Coherence function for horizontal polarization
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Ave. Of 5 Run Sept. 21st/1979
U=8.69(m,'s), Theto=40.0(Deg.),Azim=O.O(Deg.),F req= 14.5(Ghz),PoI=W

0.6

0.5 II°.4
Oi 043

0 0.2--

0.1 .
0.0 -

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Figure 8.29
Coherence function for vertical polarization
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9.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1 General Discussion

Methods have been developed for analysis of the University of

Kansas measurements of radar cross-section and wave height as a

function of time that were made as part of'Project MARSEN from the

Noordwijk platform in the North Sea off the Dutch coast during

September through November 1979. The radar spectrometer was unique in

two ways:

1. It could operate over a band of frequencies from 8 to 18 GHz,

whereas most previous measurements have been made at single

frequencies or groups of widely separated spot frequencies.

2. The range-tracker in the system permitted determination of the

instantaneous wave height at the centroid of the radar footprint,

whereas previous measurements have depended upon wave gauges

located some distance from the radar footprint or upon integration

of the velocity obtained by Doppler-frequency measurement to

obtain the instantaneous wave height.

The first capability permits observations over a range of

Bragg-resonant ocean wave numbers (K) not previously studied. The

second permits development of cross-correlations between radar

cross-section and wave height not previously possible.

The overall experiment provides information that permits

determination of the apparent wave spectrum S(K) in the capillary

region, as well as empirical observations of the radar scattering

coefficient over a wide range of controlled conditions. These studies

are the subject of other reports in this series. This report

concentrates on the methodology and preliminary results of the study of
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modulation of the radar cross-section, and consequently of the

Bragg-resonant capillary-wave components, associated with the structure

of the underlying larger waves.

Because of the large number of parameters that could be varied

during the experiment (frequency, polarization, angle of incidence,

look direction relative to the wind), the individual observation runs

were relatively short. This means that the statistics of this

experiment are somewhat less stable than those for experiments where

fewer parameters had to be varied. Typical data runs varied from 3 to

7 minutes. However, on many days observations with the same radar

parameters were repeated often enough to improve the stability of the

statistical results. Because of the relatively short duration of the

individual runs, simplification of data processing (involving numerous

FFT operations) was achieved by standardizing on 128-second sequences.

For the case analyzed as an example in this report (21 September 1979,

400 angle of incidence) this meant that averages could be obtained for

5 vertically polarized (VV) and 10 horizontally polarized (MR)

128-second samples.

Algorithms were developed to compute the modulation transfer

functions (WI~e) used by other investigators, so that comparisons are

facilitated. Because the instantaneous wave heights were measured, it

is possible to calculate the instantaneous slopes for the underlying

larger waves, on the assumption that these waves are long-crested. One

can then calculate the scattering coefficient variations that would be

observed if there were no modulation of the capillary waves by using

the capillary wave spectrum S(K) in the theoretical expression for

scattering-and the S(K) used can be that derived from the experiments
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themselves. The difference of the observed radar scattering

coefficient and the one that would be observed without modulation is

therefore a measure of the modulation, here called the modulation

index.

This instantaneous modulation index is then, in our analysis,

cross-correlated with the instantaneous record of wave height and that

of wave slope to obtain now measures of the variation of the modulation

over the underlying larger waves (previously only frequency-domain

measures have been used). Furthermore, the ENS value of this index

represents a new measure of the size of the modulation of the capillary

waves. Preliminary interpretations for the correlation with wave

height have been made here for the sample case studied. The

interpretation of the correlation with wave slope remains to be

developed.

In the course of the analysis it became obvious that ''specular

events' or ''sea spikes'' were present in most of the measurements. A

technique was developed for removing these from the data used in

analysis of the modulation phenomenon, but a study of these anomalies

themselves will be important as the data analysis proceeds.

The observations used in this preliminary study were for the radar

looking in the upwind direction. The same methods can be used. for the

downwind direction. For the crosswind direction the analysis can be

simplified, since the long-crested assumption (and the available point

measurement of wave height) precludes assuming any slopes relative to

the radar look direction. Crosswind data analyses will be presented in

future reports in the series.

An algorithm has been developed to convert the time histories of
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the waves into spatial descriptions of appropriate parts of the wave

trains. This technique can be used readily with the wave-height and

wave-slope records, but its use with the radar cross-section has more

doubtful validity. The wave height can be described by a series with

terms of the form *h(*o.2) , but the radar signal is nonlinearly

related to this series. Further study is required to determine whether

the difference between the observed radar signal and that due to

uniformly distributed capillary waves is sufficiently small that a

linear approximation can be made that would validate the spatial

Fourier-like series for this quantity.

The remainder of the discussion in this section relates to the

preliminary results obtained by analysis of the sample data set for 21

September at 400 angle of incidence.

9.2 Discussion of Results for Sample Data Set

The preliminary analysis of the Noordwijk 1979 data has shown that

the measured scattering coefficient leads the wave height by about 1.8

sec. The full period of the dominant wave is about 5.8 see so 1.8 sec

corresponds to about 1040. The measured scattering coefficient leads

the maximum slope by 1.0 see. Note that the full period of the

dominant slope component is about 3.5 sec, so 1.0 sec corresponds to

1030 for both HE- and W-polarizations.

These phase differences, especially the phase difference of the

scattering coefficient with respect to slope, brought up the idea of

modulation index, p(t) or&f , the ratio of total scattering

coefficient (based on the instantaneous footprint of the radar antenna

besm) to the theoretical scattering coefficient that would be found if
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capillary wave amplitude were uniform over the large-scale waves. The

theoretical value is also based on S4 (K), where K is the instantaneous

Bragg-resonant wave number. The RMS value of modulation index is 0.876

with a standard deviation of 0.349 for HH-polarization and 0.623 with

standard deviation of 0.044 for W-polarization.

The apparent phase relations between the modulation and the

dominant wave and slope components are illustrated in Figure 9.1. An

apparent discrepancy exists between the relations with the dominant

''slope wave"' and the dominant ''waveheight wave'' because of the

higher frequency of the dominant slope (associated with the larger

influence of the high-frequency components of the wave on the slope

than on the height). Interpretation of this point remains to be

established.

Figure 9.1a shows that the largest modulation appears 620 back

from the crest of the wave, on the upwind side, but a relatively strong

modulation peak appears to be 1530 ahead of the crest. These do not

appear to be artifacts of the data handling procedure, so one must

assume that they are real, pending analysis of other data sets.

Figure 9.1b is a similar illustration indicating the location of

the modulation peaks relative to the dominant slope component. These

appear to be symmetrical and near the point of minimum slope. This is

consistent with the location of the maximum modulation on the back face

of the dominant wave, but since the dominant wave and slope have

different periods, one must use caution in this interpretation.

As indicated, the interpretation of the locations of the

modulation peaks is confused because one cannot simply use the ideas

that come from a very-narrow-band process. Furthermore, the 1-second
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-~----Wind Direction

Dominant iI (a)
La rge- Scl I I I 
Wave Ii~i

-180 -153 -124 0 62 124 180 207 233

Dominant Slope

I I (b)

-308 -165 -102 0 102 165 308

Figure 9.1
Graphic illustration of the nature of the results of the correlation study.
The locations of the maximum correlations between apparent capillary ampli-
tude (from Aa) and wave height on the dominant Component are shown in (a)
and the locations relative to the dominant slope component are shown in (b).
The apparent locations of maximum capillary-wave amplitude are sketched on
large sinusoids representing dominant large-wave components. The sketches
below show more quantitatively the apparent distribution of capillary ampli-
tudes, but these sketches should not be considered accurate as to amplitude
-- they are intended only to illustrate the nature of the waves.
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sampling interval used to measure the wave height may have been too

great to give a good estimate of the slope spectrum, i.e., the latter

may be corrupted by aliasing since its components are multiplied by

2, thereby enhancing the effect of the higher-frequency components of

the measured spectrum that are more subject to corruption by aliasng.

Clearly more study is needed.

The study of modulation in the spatial domain has just started,

and more attention to the basic assumptions underlying it should be

given before quantitative results are presented in the spatial domain.

9.3 Discussion

9.3.1 The Validity of the Analysis

The validity of this analysis is directly related to the goodness

of the theoretical scattering coefficient estimation. Two different

problems arise in estimating the theoretical scattering coefficient:

first, the validity of the estimate of the K-spectrum of the capillary

wave region S4 (K), and second the effect the computer calibration

factor which differs from run to run (Section 6.2) has on the true

value of the theoretical scattering coefficient. The S4 (K) which has

been used in preliminary analysis was based on an average of three days

of data in the windspeed range of 8.0 - 10.0 i/sec. The average

calibration factor (ratio of the mean of the measured scattering

coefficient to the mean of the theoretical scattering coefficient)

is 17.5 with standard deviation of 4.8 for UH-polarization and 3.04

with standard deviation of 0.66 for W-polarization.
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9.3.2 Further Study Needed

The preliminary results have shown that the idea of modulation

index can describe the phenomenon of capillary modulation over the

large-scale wave. For further analysis a more accurate model of the

K-spectrum s4() is needed. Note that in preliminary analysis, each

set of theoretical scattering coefficient profile has been normalized

to the ratio of the average of measured scattering coefficient to the

average of theoretical scattering coefficient. This should be checked

to make sure that this is the best approach for further analysis.

The next phase of the analysis is to test the idea of modulation

index for different conditions (wind speed and pointing angle) to find

out how the modulation index varies as a function of different

parameters. The third phase of the analysis is to see if the

modulation index can be expressed as a 'simple' function. At the end,

one not only can estimate the amount of modulation and the location of

the peaks of the modulation with respect to the slope, but also can

give a idea about the 'dominant' shape of this modulation as a function

of wind speed.

Comparison with cross-wind observations should be especially

interesting. The slope, under the long-crested-wave assumption is

always zero at crosswind. Viewing the capillary wave components normal

to the predominant waves may also provide useful insights into the

capillary distribution process.
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APPENDII A

Calculation of the Goodness of Estimation

Based on 90 Percent of Confidence Interval

The cross-correlation of two proper finite functions, x(t),y(t),

can be represented as

C(T) = (A.la))
-'7

where ab c.d are Fourier components of two functions:

IV At

N

The Fourier coefficients are unique for each set of records.

z22The quantities and in have a probability density functions

given approximately by (Donelan and Pierson, 1981]

sxp(-..&(A.4)

/-

where (f) is the 'true'. but unknown. cross-spectrum of the random
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process which is assumed to be approximately a stationary Gaussian

process.

Equation (A.4) is a chi-square distribution with two degrees of

freedom with an unknown parameter,

Given just one set of time profiles the values of must be

smoothed over frequency as in

t-K z
_-__ c(A.6a)

or more generally

2 (A.6b)

where

212. ~ (A.7)

so as to obtain a smoother function for the cross-spectrum estimate by

means of the assumption, which may not always be correct, that tae true

spectrum is slowly varying. If the cross-spectrum is slowly varying,

then the values of will be approximately distributed according to

a chi square distribution with 2(21+1) degrees of freedom. Successive

estimates will not be independent. Those elemental frequency bands

that are 2R+1 bands apart will be independent. With five pooled
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samples and a triangular moving window, the value of could be

shown as

.2 z Z

If one gets an average of 10 individual sample records of then

equation (A.S) aan be estimated by 100 degrees of freedom.

For a chb1-square distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, it can be

shown that

P(o.,.3,< Z < -,,) oo ,.

and since the value of is known fro, the FMY, it follows that

'(°. 33< 47-. .42)_ qo (A.o.)

Given just one value of * the value of the cross-spectrum

is not known to within a factor of 58 at the 90 percent confidence

level. For the 5 point, triangle moving average, 10 different sample
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recorda, the estimate of 10' has 100 degrees of freedom so tJat

"-a
f(~ 13) < 470~ (A. 11 a)

so that

( .to 2< (, . AF : .o ,.,,,

The true cross-spectrum is known to within about ± 23.9 percent

or a range of 47.9 percent at 90 percent confidence level.
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APPENDIX B

Theoretical Development of 'Events" E11ect (based on Moore, 1981)

For the theoretical development a simplified model inrolving a

uniform capillary-wave distribution is assumed (Section 5.4). It

further is assumed that randomly located specular points occur. The

waves are assumed to be one-dimensional traveling in the direction of

the wind.

The Brass-scatter component is made up of a coherent sum of the

voltages associated with scatter from each individual capillary

wavelet. The voltage received from an individual capillary wavelet is

Vc. The voltage associated with the scatter from an individual

specular point is Vp. The total number of capillary wavelets in a

footprint is MC and the total number of specular points is Ap

Assume a resolution cell with length L and width W. The radar is

at a height h and has both vertical and horizontal beaiwidths

The transverse dimension of the footprint is

1 /.1)

and the longitudinal dimension is

I __ -____

Care Cc& Se

since

(B32
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Consequently the footprint area is

/.. _(B.4)~3

The total voltage received from the capillary waves is

proportional to the number of them because of the coherent additions,

that is,

V V. (B.5)

Consequently, the square of the received voltage is

2.O

VY-C (B.6)

Note that the scattering coefficient is an ensemble average that is

x
proportional to ./C • Consequently the scattering coefficient is

given by

There /Y is a constant including the various radar parameters and the

other quantities have been designated above.

Since the 'events' occur at random, the voltage due to them do not

add coherently. Rather, the power must be added. Thus, the

mean-square received voltage for the events is given by
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where Vp is the mean number of events per footprint. This way be

less than 1 since many footprints must be averaged to obtain the

ensemble average of (B.8). Using this expression we may determine a

scattering coefficient for the events:

=-' / <Afb>

The total scattering coefficient is the sum of those due to the

capillary waves from (B.7) and those due to the events from (B.8).

Thus

IleI

For a given length L of the illuminated area, one may obtain nc and up.

no is simply the length divided by the Bragg-resonant wavelength on the

surface.

/ T L" "'SM O, (B. 11) [

up is the ratio of the length L of the footprint to the mean spacing

sp between events

_L (B.12)

'SAP

Substituting these values into (B.8) gives

vz L

1(4 .13
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which may be rewritten in terms of the capillary wave scattering

coefficient and a correction term as

- 1  ,,,- _-, -_, _W> (B. 14a)

or

/ = - "e0 (B.14b)

The first factor in the second term is an unknown quantity because we

do not know the ratio of the mean power returned for an event to the

mean power returned from an individual component of the Bragg

scattering capillary waves. The quantity 5 is also an unknown at

the present time, although it may be possible to find a value for

.- At present, however, these unknown quantities are simply

combined into a single unknown factor Q. The second factor in the

second term involves parameters of the system, and is readily

determined. The third factor depends, of course, on the angle of

incidence. Thus, we may write this equation as

) (B.15)

Although the value of Q is unknown, we can compare results for tower

and aircraft. Examples are shown in the tables. Table B.1 gives the

variation of the ratio of the scattering coefficient including the
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effect of the events to that ignoring the events and including only

capillary-wave BragS scatter for the tower experiment. Values of Q of

100 to 50.000 are presented. If Q is only 100 the events have little

effect on the scattering. However, a value of Q of 10,000 gives a

difference of over 10 dB with and without the events at 20 degrees.

falling off to a negligible value at 80o .

Table B.2 gives a comparable set of calculations for an aircraft

at 3000 m altitude except that the minimum value of Q is 1000 and

computations are carried out up to Q - 5 2 10_.6 If one assumes that Q

is somewhere between 10,000 and 20,000, in accord with the observation

that tower experiments give 20 degree measurements between 11.7 and

14.5 dB higher than aircraft experiments, we can check Tables B.1 and

B.2 to see if this is really the case. For Q - 10,000 at 20 degrees

with the aircraft the difference is only .23 dB between considering and

ignoring the events. Yet, this was the case where there was more tian

a 10 dB difference at two heights. For Q - 20.000 the effect of the

events is still less than 0.5 dB for the aircraft, yet it is more than

13 dB for the tower.

Thus, one can use this to explain the difference between tower and

aircraft measurements on the assumption that Q is between 10,000 and

20,000 for the condition of measurement.
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Q 20 dB 30 dB 40 dB 50 dB 60 dB 70 dB 80 dB

100 0.56 0.23 0.11 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.002

1000 3.77 1.90 1.01 0.53 0.26 0.10 0.02

10,000 11.71 8.13 5.57 3.60 2.07 0.94 0.24

20,000 14.58 10.79 7.93 5.54 3.47 1.72 0.47

30,000 16.29 12.43 9.45 6.88 4.52 2.38 0.69

50,000 18.46 14.55 11.47 8.72 6.08 3.45 1.09

TABLE B.]
The variation of the ratio of the scattering coefficient
including the effect of the events to that ignoring the
events and including only capillary-wave Bragg-scatter

for tower experiment

Q 20 dB 30 dB 40 dB 50 dB 60 dB 70 dB 80 dB

1000 0.02 0.01 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.0004 0.0061

5000 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.002 0.0005

10,000 0.23 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.004 0.001 V

20,000 0.46 0.19 0.09 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.002

5xlO 5  5.76 3.22 1.82 1.0 0,50 0.21 0.05

5xIO 6  14.58 10.79 7.93 5.54 3.47 1.72 0.47

TABLE B.2:
A comparable set of calculations of the ratio of the

scattering coefficient including the effect of
the events to ignoring the events and including only

capillary-wave Bragg-scatter for an aircraft
at 3000 m altitude
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APPENDIX C

Computer Programs

The main goal of these computations is to calculate the

theoretical value of 0 based on instantaneous slope, determine the

spatial data profile from the time-data profile and ultimately

calculate the proper cross-correlations both in the time and spatial

domains.

The processing routine consists of a main program (EEN3S3), two

main sub-routines (CCA3G3 and 1H031.3) and a large block of calculation

routines. Figure C.1 shows the block diagram of the processing

routine.

(a) EEK353 reads the first set of raw data and feeds it through

1031L3, which controls and provides the inputs to the calculation

routines. Calculated values will be located in the buffer of EEN353.

When the first set of calculations is complete, the second and third

will be fed through H031.3. Calculated results will be averaged by

means of CCA3G3 routine. Note that in cross-correlation calculations

the results will be smoothed and averaged in the frequency domain and

then will be transformed to the time domain (Figure C.2).

(b) Low-pass filtering: FLTRR: This block low-pass filters the

wave height time profile by means of an FFT routine. It transforms the

h(0,t) from the time domain to the frequency domain, chops all

frequency components which are greater than .35 Hz, and transforms the

chopped spectrum to the time domain (Figure C.3).

(c) Slope calculation SSLLPP: This block takes the filtered wave

height and computes the spatial derivatives by means of an FM1 routine
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I ! EEN353

HOL3

, I

CALCULATION ROUTINES

Trr.foe.., on , 0r tl o %P4C .1 1-7-

Figure C.2
BlOck diagram of control processing routine.

EEIJ353 is main controller; HH03L3 ;S the controller of the
calculation routines; CCA3G3 transforns the averagedFigure C.I cross-spectra to cross-correlation.

Overall block diaqram of processi na

h~c, ) -,.H, (-4

I-{ C€) ('--)= z(4:) ,'L__

F FT

Figure C.3

Block diagram of lowpass filtering process (FLTRR)
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(Figure C.4). Note that

z

- (. 4

'b '

(d) Theoretical 0'0 Calculation: This block consists of three

different routines, DIECO, DDSTPP,. and PWRSX. DIECO is a standard

routine which calculates the sea-water dielectric

constant, 6 - ('-E''D and R ,T , Fresnel reflection and
p

transmission coefficients from 9 , (antenna pointing angle),ot0 , (sea

slope), (frequency), JO(polarization HEi or VV), sx (salinity) and

T (water temperature) (Figure C.5).

PlRUS is a routine which calculates the value of S(M), based on

CL, (average windspeed), (frequency) and 4 , (local angle of

incidence).

DDSTPP is a routine which computes the theoretical scattering

coefficient based on Chan and Fung's model (19771

C7 (0 44/1 Z$k) (C.5)

,~eo'7

and also Ad', (measured Lf 0 over theoretical 6 ). Finally,

'11-0
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SLCPE

SLC( E4)z Y-~Ci'

'5LC PE 5 L C~ FLF: (0,.t'

PEFT

Figure C.4
Block diagram of slope calculation routine

from filtered wave height (SSLLPP)

-C -I -(

VOL

TF

Figure C.5
Block diagram of theoretical a0O and modulation index,

calculation (DDSTPP)
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it calculates the RMS modulation 'index' based upon:

e = *) o (C. 6)
0"0

f b r e_/ ,, (C.7)

,f105 ~ k' ( i911V k (.9

where N is number of samples per set.

(e) Spatial Transformation routine: This block consists of two

routines, FRCFGN and HXFFCC. FRCFGN generates the proper Fourier

coefficients and makes a table which can be used by IXFFCC.

XXF C transforms the time profile data set to a spatial profile

(Figure C.6).

4.

Note that if the transformation is not made this block can be ignored.
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Figures Ct .6 + yl.

trAnsomaio (XXFFCC)
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(f) Cross-Correlation routine: This block consists of four

routines: MMOOTT, ZZGGNN, CCS323, and CCL3T3.

NNDOTT subtracts the mean from the sample set (Figure C.7).

(C.31)
,A'

(C.12)

ZZGGNN adds a string of zeroes at the end of each file. This

provides an interpolation process when the FFT routine is used for

cross-correlation calculation.

CCS3L3 and CCL3T3 process and calculate the cross-spectra by means

of FFM. The result of averaged nI samples of cross-spectra are saved

in EN353.

(g) The final cross-correlation functions are provided when CCA3G3

smooths the provided values of cross-spectra by means of a five-point

moving average and transforms it to the time or spatial domain. The

smoothing process, five-point moving average improves the estimation of

the 'true' value of cross-spectra. (Appendix B)

Miscellaneus Programs:

(1) Syolout:

This program calculates the upper limit of the maximum value

of scattering coefficient which can occur. It calculates the mean of

scattering coefficient and adds about 6.0dB to the mean and compares

this value to all the sample points of measured scattering coefficient.
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I x

J*1

AA0

AtRO

III

Figure C.7
Block diagram of cross-correlation calculation routine (CCS3L3).

Note that the final transform, from frequency to
time domain will be completed by means of CCA3G3.
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If the value is greater than this 'threshold', a specular event

(Section 5.4) will be replaced by a weighted average of its 5 adjacent

points. Note that for 90 percent of the time the scattering

coefficient over a range from 5.8 dB above the mean envelope level to

11.9 dB below the mean.

(2) D

This program calculates WF, Section 3.0. It simply

calculates tite smoothed, averaged cross-spectra of wave height and

power return over the smoothed averaged power-spectra of wave height

and mean of power return. For obtaining the 'stable' and smooth

modulation transfer function, the result will be smoothed by means of

seven point moving average.

(3) Coherence:

This program calculates the coherence function for power

return and wave height. It simply finds the average cross-spectrum of

wave height and power over the square root average of wave height power

spectrum and square root of average power return power spectrum.

C (/~ ?f~r~)Ff('4J(C. 14)

(4) E2om

This is an FFT standard Fast Fourier Transform routine. It
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takes a data set and will transform it from time to frequency or from

frequency to time domain. The direction of the transformation depends

on how the variables have been set.

4'V (C.15) i

-9(,,7 (C.16)

Call.FOURT (DATA, Num,a,b,c,d)

where: "

Data is the name of the array

Num is the umber of Data elements

a.b if a-1. b-i. The Data will be transformed from time to

frequency domain.

a.b if a-I. b-i. The Data will be transformed from frequency

to time domain.

c-O if imaginary part of Data is zero.

*-1 if imaginary part of Data is not zero.

d=O if No. of element is the power of 2.

d-i is no. of element is not the power of 2.
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0010 NjTEITE Thiv1 & 5S2

0014C PAiAIIETEA FC7v0o,FC6&O9,PCrai&

vvlip P;,~ii~r F0s4, s1..THlETA&4O.,UOxS..i

-,,..C , Z : .~hZr.;
0 0

L4 iA*AaiEiE aTLai

00;0 REAL

0033 iEAL MCP?
u..-4 GD~sia/(SlsZ)
0035 PilsSuDIa*iTL
0W36 PlINT."FOi11u,PI
0031 I O..i.fLAr M
003i U~al..u;J0AiE*
00.3? SLP&.0
GOV? A6T=@.0
0039 SiTOi.0
003Y S608O.0
003, ULD'0.0
O04fg DO 17 Kx:,Wi
0041 CIS0SVI9)90.0
;;04i ATS. ~ '.
043 CRSTSU(K)80.0

0044 %ASGSL(Kti;.
004', "SiSC109.0

0046 CAtSL(~I.;x;.v

W,~
4
6

V000 C3h~.

QOZ; 17 LG~iTNiUi
00~1 DO 13 RalE~s
0032 PRIWI,*NO.$*',K
0053 AEUINI 30
0034 DO 89 Mmf,SI

r ,1

0;C: 4SATA ;,A,~ ,iSTsA :AO3 DU..L.~R

;i*&.fl

. a

.,.u wo

_____ I-...



EEN353 (cont'd.)

JVa. : j4 TO 44:

0. C^6L6 CkSLTMi(DATATioiTk,,;1SAASATar.WIA,AT A. DII,U, 91

o~iS CALL ST(A[AACSSAA5AAAUhU,41

40 CALL CfSiTA,EAT,CIOLSU,ZATA,SATA,OATA,MN,Ui,UI)
016i CALL (AC5,AuiT0Tu ws ..
0;4; CALL C;7~~iT,&~zTAAo7,u~~~1

026 CALL CRSLTV OAT A, EATA,CRS:DSU, ATA, ATA,QAT A, SUM,U; iI)
0:~ CALL ;iL t A ,Ei.,AD.,_ ;A A , baat.UI

Qliu 44: CO41mul
wV~o RtEWIND Oi

.3it, REUMiI 1i

0320 13mFLOAT(J)/1.
0322C 13xFLUAT(J)'i./3.
03.4 1R7(91O~,~D h)&TT .C.TT)CS~ /S4A; iStli.,

435&So w71 it(,s vt# bpT,SLSiJJ Ni~Tl .5FAiTinl)J ~Z6ki SRTiS4

032fl14S~RT(H67) ),CRSTSL(K)/(SO&T(SGT)sSGRTtSL?))

0JDO 336

038i 33i CONTINUE
0394G 430 FGAhiI07U
0375 100 FORJMTM
0400 STOP
0410 END
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L HH3L

0001 SLJBIOL1IINE JDO~S,u,U,Q,POH,
0OO2ITATA,XATA, F!IKT,Z=O,ZSIN,FcOS,F5ZN,
OOO33DATA,EATA, TTLT,CITA, IATA,
0004ISL0P,FIEI.ALfl4A, JJ4(,
000!ZCRSTSL, ~ClSSU,CSRSOSL,CRSDSU,COSS,
0006ZCRSDSL,CRSLSu ,C2SO1 ,C3SSS,CR&i1I,
O4OE'SATA,ZATA, SATA,D Ut,
0008104SF,SLP,S10,S6T,TIQI)
0014C zIrcom Sol 2B,Wv2148,LbmZ5A,Qa64
0011C 041TE THAT I IS2#S , 0 IS$/V
0013 PARAMIETER FC1a30,FC2'12,FC3ml3,FC4sI0,FCSaI1 ,FC&a14
0014 PARAMETER FC7oO8,FC~x@9,FC9*16
OOI3C PARAMETER F~aulS.,POLst.,INETAS0.,00.2I.S4
'0016C PARAMiETER FRut.,POLuI. ,TNETAo4O. ,B020.44
0020 PARAMIETER FRO814.3,P0. vI.,TlK1A-40.,U0wI.S1
0021C (IF POILss. POLARIZATIONt0HU,ZF PIL..'. POIAZ!ZAT!I11=>
0022 PARAMETER LFuO.O,KFu.3%
0023 INTESER S,u,u, I,Poa,52 ,w2, 02,Q2,P0I13
0024 REAL TATAS,IAS,rFlh2,0J,ZCWSS.usCSIs,~~I
0027 REAL DATA2,U),EATA2,U,FILT2,S),CATAU,IAIAIS)
0028 REAL SLP?2,S),FREIS,ALPMAS),IJUMC,S)
0029 REAL CASTSL) ,CRSWI ,CISTSUM, 02,RSSL (U), CR5DSU4U), CROSS(C1)
0030 REAL CRSSL(V),CSL5(),CRSU(U),CRSSS(U),CzSwicU)
0031 REAL SATA2,U),ZATA(2,Il ,OATA(3) ,Dt"iUl
0032 S2*1
0033 92,J
0034 U2.U
00Z 020
0031 P012*P4h
0037 PINI,"KlON'%P0ii
06 MEIIND FC1
0036 RE IIW FC2
0036 IEUIND FC3
0034 MWIND TC4
0036 IENIV FC3
0036 NEUIND rcs
0038C soTO 1 97
0039 CAIL FILTER(FC1,FC,S2,LF,Hf,MTA,FILT,CATA)
0040 CALL SLOPE CVC2,F C3,S2, SL PFtE, L4A, AW.OC
004Z CALL DISTRN(FC14FC3,FC4,FC,FC,2,FO,PO.,TIETA,U,DATA,AA)
0047 00 TO 997
004? CALL XFUNC(FCZ,S2,a2,TATAAA,ZW5S,ZSZH,FWS,ISZNFWT)

0052 CALL XFUNCF3,S2, I2,TATA,IAA,ZCOS,zsIN,rCIS,FSzI,FIIT)
0053 CALL XFUNCFC4,S2,02,?ATA,XATA,ZCS,U3Il,ICOS,FSN,FIWT)
0054 CALL XFUNC(FCS,S2,O2,TATYA,ZAT&,ZCOS,ZSIN,FCOS,FSIN,FINT)
0055 CALL XFUNC(FC6,52,02,TATA,XAA,ZOS,SIk4,FCOS,FSII,FINT)
0057 M9 CONTINUE
0058 CALL INGOUT(FC2,12,RATA)
005? CALL ANWIT FCJ, S2 tRAT 4
0060 CALL ANOTFC,S2,RATA)
0070 CALL MWIUMSC, S2,RATA)
0030 -ALL MNUJ(TC&, S2,RATA)
0090 CALL IRGEW~C2, 2*2,CAA)
0012 CALL MZINC3,2*S2.CAIA)
0094 CALL ZIGE4IPC4,2fS2,CATA)
0096 CALL ZIGE(C,2tS2,CA7A)
0093 CALL ZRSEN(FCA, 2*S2,CATA)
0099C so TO 998
0019C PRIIlT,"PO2,P0I2
0100 CALL cis LL~rc2.FC3,FC4,FCS,FC6,,,FCS,FC9,U2, f2,DATAIATA,CISlSL
0 104,CRSSU,CRSTSU,CkSOSL,CRSDSU,CRSiISL, CROSS, C1RSL SU,CISVU,CRSSS,CR5Nm,ZATA,
01071SAIA,DUN,QATA,PON2,
0 IOSINOT, SLP,SSO ,SST ,TNOE
0109 9"1 COTIRUC
01 S0C STOP

0120 ESP



.-003 SIaTEE F F:,sLFrCATJ:,cT

.000~ REAL LF,:iF
03C ARA'dEZ., S-121
:30 REAL Z;A(S),F1LT(Z,S)

00:', REA, CAT4,S)
cOOjO REAL. SUII.SlJH
00 40 C

? 070 REAL RUN
0753 NUII-S
001?7 rRIHT,"NUN',NUMi
4~091 vFcoa.3s
0082 LUNsINT(E94HUN)
0063 PkIMT,LUM
0085 MUNzl ./FLOAT(NUM)

003? SUfiu0.0

0090 00 10 98I,NUM
0100 READ(30,100)J1114,PUT,SO
0110 OATA11,KIsVHT

0115 CATACK)zVHT
0120 DATA(2,K'20.0
0123 FTLIC1,K1-0.0
0126 FILT(Z,,USO.0

0130 10 CONTIrNUE
0125 AVEsSUI/NU

0136 PaINT,-SUM-,SUN
01,37 P&IhT,UtT,A3E
V11 CALL FOURT(.'AA,4UM,1,-1.0,0)
U140 0 11 121,CNUm;2)
0142 it (k..j%.1Uii 90 tO 666
0144 F:LT(1,9+1)-i.
3146 FILT(:,41)21.

0Ia 1 '~Tl,~- 4i27~d~

015: 11 C;NTIXUE
0153 66o CONTIN~UE

01:6 FILT( ,NUW/20.

0160 FILT(2,NUN/21s0.0
0200 10 12 Ksl,#UM

0210 DATi(l,K)sOATA(f,X)SFZLT(IK)*RUN

0220 DATA(2,XOUDATA(2,K)*FIL(2,C1SNUN

0224 filth'.k)mu@*fitj1tl,k)
0228C WNITE114,10@)K,DATAI1,I0,IATA(2,K)
0221C rt(4Ilbljtt kiLZ)

0230 12 CONTINUE
0240C
0234C
0260 CALL FOURTCOATANUN.t,l,f,d)
01,65 CALL FOURT(FILT.NUM,I,1,1,0)

'Go0 SUMaO.0
0.90 Lb0 14 K*1.NUff

0295 SUMaSUU.DATA(1I,K)
0300 WRITE(12.I0OOK,DATA(1,K)

0305C URITE(13.1OOIKCATA(K).DATA(I ,K),DATA(2.K),FILTCK)

0310 14 CONTINUE
0315 F'INT,-SUN .SUN

3320 fRINT.'UNTFILT* SUN/NUM

0!30 1000 FORMATI'J
0335 100 FORMINAC

0337 RETURN
0340C sTop
0350 ENO
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L iSLLPP

0005 SUBROUTINE SLOPE(FC2C.,SLP.FRE,ALPA,JUNK)
0010 INTEGER S.FC2.FC3
02C IINENSION FILT(S)
0050 REAL SLOPI2,S).FREO(S),JUNK(2.j).mLPHA(S)
0050 INTEGER NUM
055 REAL RUN
0060 NUh-S
063 hUNaI./FLOAT(MUm)

0100 SUflSO.%)
01#3 FOA.35
0107 REWLIND 12

0140 SLO0t'..tw:0.0

i1o0 7 COxTIZUE
0110 AVaITZSUN/NUN
QIRIJ PiINT,A'JNT
,i 5 PlINT,"SVUN,UI
0190C
v'00 CALL FOUitT(SLOP,NMUI,l,-1,0,O1

0210c
0.20 DO 161 121.NUNR
0:.40 FREO(I)xFLQAT(I-1)/FLOAT(NUN)
(1250 101 coNTiNUE
U251C
0252C
V:53C Do 112 gaI,NUN/2

z55C FILTiKal.
0-154C SLOP(I,K)vFLT(K:SL.l,k)
0.150C SLOPU.,NUK-KI~zSLGP,Njo-LISFILIbo)
020oC SLOP ,MNUn-K.I1.510P(2,UN-(+IIIF!LTIC)

0264C 112 CONTINUE
02"3 .UNKdl,:fl..
0266 JUNR(2,1120.0

0.70 DO 102 Kul,NUI,2

02;0 JUN().9+1)2-Z*UM*St.Pi:dY-1)

:13a 3LU7Ui1'flsUNs5LO?(2,K)
133 Sc CONTINUE

0310 JUNr.(:,iMNUN/2)41)=0.0
0343 DO 1O7 K21,NUR

0:47 io: CahriNiE

07'0 CALL -GUR*(SLOF,i.,!1,,0

4 10 143 1I .:iuf ~opy avauie~V to DTIC '

' O 14 K-1TTUM

04a.JOC 6;T~M?0K- SLP I iFA;

11 " 1 0

:r 'V- -, X



000~ .~LFGFL T-u

:0037 ;L LAK~I.
,040 TIEA.0

"SOa~C LF(an *.3.2
00:SC .AHETA-0.F~

0',4 5uO-.6 
I

006%0 RhhkA-D 3070

0070 ;E 0N 13 l4f

0090 AEA)(13,10UU.WALHA

0120 bT3nAi~ri

V123 -enALn.P~l0

Oi1cC PRINT,iETA

0127 4si~AET,'AlA

0;oO CALL E N,

O180 FEks(CMAS , 4 S(iH))
0iiSC PFRInT.ER5
jiYO ?94sr0h(FEiS)

01?5 CALL Stdij,A.55.
020: C~ats

0121.C LiR TE (19, 100K- ,A. , CC .Di,EE.F RS, DA T AI ,

L; wAilFA .i,*700)K- , 1. HE7 L ,.10 iG Am,

):60 10 CONTINUE
0 :70 :ZGz:EG,F'LOAT(NUM

~30 1Uii-SUMlFL~lT-ivUM-

v.. v
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DOSTHH (cont'd.)

0302C EATAiI,X sl0.vA OGliOEATAfl ,K)

0309 ia.uw

0310 6AlTEil4.,OOIA-i,UU

vS;O i3 NL4

v3:' RAS23ORTCSUt, /NUII)
01:1 P;INT.*ANS OF t);A

S 0 20 FOPRNATsv.)
,)11, 704. FO~fAT. :)
3= 104 FO~fi.4Tth

3' O SETUAN
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.viu COUIPLEA Oc,,,~..fU5
;00 REAL t...ISt?

0030C RE~L

00t ?nE76...4
0045 Suc5.~s

0050C FREQ-6. I

0059C U0321.77

00.5 NumasS
60 ZZO-0.0

006i iSufl=. 4
0070 RE4i 13

0090 AEAb(l3,10;UVALPWA

0110 EA9(30,aO0)J,UWIT,?lJT,S!60
012.0 1ETAmTHiTA-ooL4A

0123 f.Lihzir1fA*Phi.ISO.

0125 a4~ u

4.100 CALL Siw,,o

OZYSC ;mpcAu

0204

0260 10 C":;MtNE
0:70 :E6sZj5,FL6A~idUM)

3230 5flaSUiiC.AT(NUli

-q2 o ii i 4 - .
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DDSTVV (cont'd.)

vV7 DO 13 ~~u

306 SUnsiJtuuSo4

03~09 URAM,10)K-,ii

0330 240 FORMfATMV

0P342 00P F0~h V)
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L DIECO

7430 SUB 4T I AE EM;W4 A.,F LCT '.A, D C ;:
9490 1 R2,Erlir.)
91100'

TR~E 14i UA INO TdE DE~fE EXPR.ESSIONd
756c' i~rE,p: 'POL.AR 9CLEC.JLT, ...CuhE. P;TS.,

9, 4U THE 0-7FTI:IETS OF THIS
Eirr33I;;4 ARE FWOM THE MOST RECENT EMPIRICAL

iZ?0. ODEL..;'3 (MY BUDIIES) L. KLEIN AND C. SIFT
740a 9LEN,.A C.T. SUIFT, AN !MPr%.'JED
T6;04; MODEL FOR THE DIELiCT;IC ClSTA41 OF SCA

9620' UATER AT MIC9OIA7E FkEfElC:CV, ZEEC
9630* TRANS. mmJTkNAS AXZ P90P4A., .P:w i7)
9640'
9650' Tmi FRES9EL A.VLECTIONJ COF;~::ENS A
9660' CAL.CULATED U3194 mETin.^D IT STFAITOA

961,09 STRAITON,.A, ELZCTROAAanETIC THEORY,
94108 mC GkAj-H:LL B60A CO., 194i)
96908
97008 S. THC rOUZR RiFLECTION CCEFFICIZNTS Atli
9710' EMZSSI$JITY 4aE E7ERININEDOfAAUAL OF REMOTE
Yl72os SELS1NO, ARE!. SOC. OF PHOTOORANMETRY, CHAPTER 9).

9740s INPUT ARGUMENTS
97506
9760a iEMP a SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE, KELVIN.
9770s SAL ' SALINITY, 0/00.
97380' FRED FREQUENCY,GIIZ.
9790. TwtTA ' NORMAL INCIIENCE AN6LE, DEGREES.
9000

93100 OUTPUT ARISUMENTS
93200
9830 IECO a DIELECTRIC CONSTANT (COMPLEX).
9840s RN,RV a FRESE4EL iEFLECTION COEFFICENTS,
9850s H - AN$ V- POLARIZATIONS.
91608 R2 POVER REFLECTION COEFFICENT,
9870s 1 a N-POL, 2 = (-POL.
9030' EMISS .8 ENISSIVITY, = ,M-POL.
93904 2, V-POL.
99009
9910'
9120' CALCULATION OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
9930'
9940 DIMENSION 12(2)-ERTSSt2V
9,508
9960' COMPLEX VARIABLES
9970'
9930 COMPLEX DIECO,RV, RN
990' COMPLEX E'Unrl YRIA4LES
10000'
10010 COMPLEX DUMMiIl,DUMMY2,TEPI,TEJ.2,CCST,SO
10020'
10030' ZCFINE DICLCTRiC CONSTANT AT I9F;NITE FQE4CY,EFIA.
0040' AND PERMITIVITY JF F;EE SPACE,E0.

DATA EFIN,E014.9, 6.85.iE-12j
10070'
AoI0.T P1,3.34159/
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DIECO (cont'd.)

100900
10100e ZnIT1ALUZ CERTAIN VARABJLES

01-10 T a TiAff-231
10130 DELTm a Z.i T

1 0140 W a 2.a ?I FlCO - 1.0 E09
101500
I0I60S EXPRESSION FOR IONIC COODCT:YZTT OF SEA UATEP.,CUND
01708

10160 S a S.AL a (0.162321 - l.46192E-3;?SAL 0 2.01324E5'SAL'42
10190 a *l.'25-7*SAL*$3)
102100 1 a 2.033E.2 *l.2boE-4.DELTA * 2.464C-6*bELTA**2
10210 1 -SAL *(1.64YE-3 - 2.55ICE)tDELTA *.5E3C .

0220 COMB a 5 *EXP(-DZLTA*I)
10230s
10240:6 EXPRESSION FOR THlE STATIC 4z::.EIC C:S!:o S
102150'
10,60 F a 87.34 - 1.749i-!*T 1.7FlT-
101,.0 & *.4?lE-4sT6.-I

10:60 A a 1.0 0.131 -1*SALLT
0,90 +7*.)lE-5vSAL8a.. 4."3E-*SAL,*u3

10300 ES s F -

;c3:." -ELAXATION rzr.E, TAU

1;30 T x .?6SE-l! - 6.036E-13sT + .104E.I4:Ti*&2
103,10 2 *4Ea

"3. T . + 7.63-iE-i&SAL-
IS3~ I *.76OE-i-SAL** +~ * .iE-84L*43
I 0so 7AU 7a B T

SOLUZ aEIE EXPRESSION FOR DIELECTRIC CJNSTA.,.7,:ECJ.

D~.IIIYi a CILX( .sJTAUI
~S430 DaMllII - CMPLX(O.S,C0Nl/(U.EOI)

Tl'P! a CAPLXIEFIA,0.@)
.;460 E ai2 CNFLX(ES-CFXI, 0.01

1 0473S
1 130 IECO a TCF'l + TEP:/IlItKY

10490'
O0S006 CALCULAIIOM OF FRSNtEi REFLECT14n G :as v

10,1100
163:0 COST a CmPLXI COSUTHElA,'7.2?6), 0.0)
10530 SO 9 CSk(!C - 21IS ,HETA;5.2.51.12, 0.0)
10540 RM 2 (COST S91 ( COST 216
10530 RV s (::0 *COST - i) ()IECO s COST +*a

CAO4 C a V3 E RLEC7.101 FC:NS4 ~ H2
boSS~~~e m~ND EmISSIVITY, EtS~n",

Copy avoibible t- TIC O

perMit tUly jkgibla C- .13t(
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L XXFFCC

0100 SUIOUTINE XFUNCIPC ,S,0 , ArA,XATA,ZCOS,1S14 ,FCOS.FSINFINT)
0O20 INTEGER S,O,FC
v:SOC PARAMECTER 5S12,0864
0300 *aEAL TATA(S),IATA(SI,ZCOS(O,S),ZSINIG,S),FINTC-,GI

0320 REAL RUN
0330 RE4ALFOTAN SPSIOS

0535 6&9.I1
0337 40-0.0
0340 NUM&S
0,130 ANuII.IFLOAUNUNJ)
03M i4a2.sPINUN
03:6 l'INT,u
0351- PRINT,NUNFC,5,0
0339 REUZOD FC
0360 D0 12 %=l ,XUM
036sC AAUCOS(UaI .*K)
0366C AAaSIN(2.sPI*.17.K)*CUS(.;.2sNjtsIR(2.b*K)
0343 REAA&FC,1l00)VV.,AA
0370 TATA~isAh
0471C PRZNT,j
0372 AQ*A0.TATA(K)4IlUN
0373 XATA(K)u§.0
0375 12 CONTINUE
0380 DO 15 KsI,NUN/2
0385 FINT(IK)84.0
0390 FINiT(2,9)sO.O
0400 13 CONTINUE

0405 REUINO 19

0410 10 to Lawf,MURIZ
0413C VwV*XKli/
0417C YaPLOATIK)
0420 to 20 jwlNUA
0427C UsFLOA!(J)
0428C U&l.3*J
0430C FCOScK,J)acosivg*o)
0440C FS1Nig,J)aSIN(U*V*U)
0444C zCOScg,J33Cos~lA(*j)
0446C ZSINIIC,J)SIrntV*gsJ
0447 READ(1?,l00MA,V1,CC,Dl
0443 FCQS(K,J)A
0449 FSZN(K,JjxiOb
04s0 ZE0S(K,JisCC
3451 Z5Nl..J0Db

0460 20 CONTli.k
.4434 10 CONTINUE
0490C pris,"99990989t9S9'
0500 DO 30 V.:1,NUfl/2

01420 10 40 Jxl,NUA
13530 FINT(I,K)IFiNI(I,K).MUNeTATA(J)aZCOS(E,J)
0*440 FINT(2,KI'FINT(,,N+UN.TATA(J'sZSIN(K,J)
03450 40 CONTINUE

OZ70 30 CONTINUE

01J96 DO 50 Lzl,#UN

0420 XATA(L:XAA(L;0..1INTI,Ji COSJ.L).:. lT(2,j)4SNtJ,L
0*30C, PRINT,CATA(L)

ik~IN1,CATA(Li
loIA(L;sAAiA(Ll+AO

V480 so CONTINUE

ie ;oc
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XXFFCC (cont'd.)

0'497 REMOAI FC
0700 DO 70 Lat,NUR
0701C Uv4.#li.*LIFLOATfN9H)

0703C RADC12100J,XZ,G,IE,U,Rl
0704C lAOD09, 1O00)U,y
070SC
0706C YoCOS il.44*L)
0707C yUCOS(V*Vot)
0708C TmDATA(L)
0709C DIFsY-XATA(L

0~718 IW(C.EG.C VAITl((8,1000)U,AATA(L)
0720 70 CONTINUE

0728' 300 FOfNAT(3,4X,F9.5,4X,F9.!,4X,F9.:,(X,F?.5,4X,F?.5,4X,F?.Z.,4X,F.)
0727 200 ;UAA~l(i3,4X,F?.3,4X,F9.3)
0729 1000 FORiiATMU
0730 RE7 UAN
0733C STOP
01,40 END
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0.0 ZEAL 35.U;,X
0030 4 ~ .~J).J(0L.0) SA.4.6115*ALasl0IX),ALoGIO(.1782)
0040 IFCCIS.LE.UO).*.(UO.LE.22.)) ISS-2.0904aALO0I0(!)+ALOGl0(.0460l
00C

ooc

0100 RETURN
0110 END

L FRCGN

0290 PAIM1EME ~S*I3,0aj4
0300 REAL ZC0S(Q,S).ZS!Nig,S),FCOS(9,5),FS!atB,S)
0320 REAL MAh

0354'MI,

0410 DO 10 Kst,NUft/"
-3415 VSU.XKK/o

04,10 L'0 24 Jz1ft.M
-.427C U-FLOAT~ij
042 0.30.,3..j
0430 FC4S~f.JCGS(U-.V&-w
0440 FS1N(Il,.azxSIr#(ue*U)
-5444 zCoS,J.coS(J.IPJ)

04,0 20 CUkTIUE
.)460 C. C0d471bui
V4

9
0 1000 FO.A,v)

,.,!1 END
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L MMOOTT
0005 SUIROUTINE NMOUTlFC7,S,RATA,
0010 INTEGER FC7,S
0011 REAL J,IATACS)
0012 Snoms
0015 SUN.0
0011 REUID VC7
0020 do0 10 k.sus
0030 READfFC7,100)j,qp

007! 10 CONTINUE

0077 vasuo/f bat (ue.
0078 PRINI,*PEAN--,V
0079 MKIND FC7
0080 100 FORiqA(V
0012 DO 12 Kzl,NUM
0014 READ(FC7.100)j,a3
0086 RATA(K.I3-V
0019 12 CONTINUE
008f REMIND FC7
0090 DO 16 Ka1,MUR
0092 URITE(FC7,100)K-I.IATA(K)
0094 16 CONTINUE
0090 RETURN
.0100 END

L ZZOGNN
0010 SUBROUTINE ZlOENVFC8,S.CATA)
0020 INTEGER FC3,S
0025 REAL CATMS)
0027 Nunes
0030 do 10 kal,NUN
0040 CATA(KaO.0
0050 10 CONTINUE
0055 M(IND FCI
0060 DO 12 Ksf.NUM/2
00'0 READrFCBIloOuj,b
0010 CATAW-9.3

S0090 12 CONTINUE
00911C
0093 REUTID FC8
005 0O 14 Kll.UA
0100 WRITE(FCI.100)N-I.CAIA(KI
0105 14 CONTINUE

3120 RETURN
0130 ted
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10 SUBROUTINE CESSLL( FC2.FC3.FC4,FCS.FC,FC,FCFC,S,,ZIT,A7A,CSSL
203.,CRSOSU,CRSTSU,CRSCSL,CRSDSU,CRSISL, CRgSS,CRILU,CRSUV, CFRS1,CtSMAZAlA,

313IIGTSLP,3500,SGT, IlODI
32C PRINT, -LONLO
40 INTEGER FC2,FC3,FCI,FCS,FC6,FC7,FCS,FC9,S,U
50 REAL O*TA(2,S),EA7AQ,S)
40 INTEGER IUl,LOM,LAA
70 REAL CISLUI,CRSS(U),CSTS(U),CSSLC),CSSE(V) ,CRSJ4L(I)
80 REAL CROSScU:,CRSLSU(U),CRSUUV(),CRSSS~U),C3MU)
90 REAL ZATA(2,S),SATA(2,U),ATA(U),DUI(U)
1 00 LAMsLON
1II NEVRID FC2
1120 REUII iFC
130 REUTNI FC4
140 REUINI FC3
150 REVIND FCA
143 AlWNS
170 (uauil
1S0 PRIET,LOW, LON, Nm-,NUM,IUk.",OUN
I9" 90 34 KnI,NWI
200 READ12,100J,41
210 IATA41,hO. HI
220 EATA(ltg)nVHI
230 DATA(Z,13m0.4
240 EAIA(2,K)n@.I
242 HST=IGT+VHT.4QT
245 34 MIT1NUE
254C 34 URITEII1, 100)IMIA( X, ,AIA (I ,K)
260 REVIND 12
270 CALL CORIL(IATA,EATA, C0SS,ZATA,SATA, BAIA,IWI,NUN,2~u1)
210 30 35 Ku1,GUNI
2"0 CRSUU(K)=CRSJU(K)#CROSS(K)
300 35 CONTITNE
0302 D0 334 1.1 ,Nh
0304 READ(14.,l00) J. SIFF
0306 OATA(1,g)aDIFF
0307 EATA( l,X)*DIFF
0309 DATA(2,1),O.f
0309 EATA(2,Y~mf.0
0310 TlO~nTh00.3IFFsDIFF
0311 134 CONTI"A
0312 REUINO 14
0313 CALL COROL DATA, EATA,CROSS,ZATA, SA TA,QATi, lKhl,NUNM,aI
0315 DO 335 KsIOUm
0316 CRSAMIF )=.RSI1(K)#CROSS (H)
0317 335 CONTINE
0319 RUJINI 11
321 0 11 R KItMJN
330 READl (1, I00)J,SIOI
340 REA1( 13,1 O0)J, SL O
350 IATA~l muOSIOT

360 EAM I X)*LOP
370 IAtA2,lC)s.0
380 EATA(2,1)-..
0394 SOT-SGTSIGT*SIGT
0388 LP-LP+LFPiLO?
390 fO CONTINUE
400 CALL1 COROLiDATA. (AIARUSS.AA.SArA24r4,DI.,NUhiUUM)
410 0O 13. K-l,OUM
440 Q3 CRSTSL(1M)=.STSLI8*CF.'0S(v1
0445 REVIZD 111
450 RCVINO 13
460 DO3 29 KsI NWI
4,70 RCAI(13.1001J,SLOP
430D DATA(I.E)aSLOP

500 IA TA Q'Xin 0. 0

521 77 (ONUAU(E
30 CALL COF.(DIATA. EATA,CRI35G,3,.:1A. SATA.OATA. .WIi,NVfi.OUMl
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CCS3L3 (cont'd.)

340 DO 49 icmi,at
=41 49 C1SSSIK)C1SSS(K)CROSS(C)

Z34 MEIND 13
7C

590 Of 88 Kul,MIJM
590 ftEA1( 3,10#004LOP
600 1EA1(l2,I 000J,KT
610 IATA( Y.)m5LQ
620 EAMAIl I 9U?
630 DATA(2,)O.l
640 EATA2,K)m#.6
650 IS CONTINUE
660 CALL MOL(rATA,EATA. ??~0SS,ZATA. SAA,QATA, PUM, RUN, DUN)
670 DO 99 KasIOWI
600 99 CRSLS()-Cr4LSU(l)CROSS(K)
610 REUZIND 10
700 RtEgINI 12
710 10 14 tut,NUM
720 AEAD( 0 , 100 )J,SIGA
730 REA1(12,100)J,UIIT
740 DATAI 11.=SIO
750 EAT(l,X)PUUT
760 LiATA(2,)v0.0
770 EATA(2,0)0.0
0770, M5GSI~GOS1G0
730 14 CONTINUE

800 CAL.L cORLDT,LA A,C1OSS,Z1TA, sXA.AAh, DUN.NUfl,OI gum)
Bloc-
820 DO Is Kal,0C1UM
830 15 RU a(1)C.SU K +CROSS (9)
84C
950 REUINS 11
864 UEOIN3 12
970C
990 00 16 K.1 ,NII
890 READ(1,IOOIJ,SIOT
900 READ (2,10O)J,JNT
910 IM1C(l,kC)-SIGT
920 EA TA(I 10m NH t
930 EATA(2,0-41.0
940 DATA(2,kC)fO.O I
970 CALL rOtOL(IAA,EATA, CRM!S. ZAIASAA.QCTA,DU. NUN, DUO)

991 10 17 KmI,OW1
1000 1) CIS1'SU(KC ZT!3V(X) ,CONSS(KI
101cI
1020EVXNI 11
1030 REUIN3 f2
?040 tEU INI to

1000 NEAD(l 3,100) J,SLOP
1090 DAA(t,L10ISIGG
1100 EATAC ,K) SLOP
111 DATA 2. v so.0
1120 EATA(2.E)a0.O
1 130 10 CONdTINUE
i41C
1150 CALL CS aLhL.~l.4sXATA. Cr~ot. S. :A. ,.:;Ara.0r,,::J.IUM. OIJR)
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CC33(cornt'd.)

540 DO 49 4.1 ,OUH
S54 49 C1SSSIk)-C2SSSKCXROSSUO
560 REUZND 13

:a0 Doo 84 Kniumu
590 REAI3,10)4LDP
600 lEAW(2,1 0)J,U1T
610 IATA(1,i)-LOP
620 L4ATA 0 K)=114T1
630 DATA(,K10.0
640 EATA12,XIUO.l
650 Is CONTINUE
6611 CALL CW*OL(DAIA,EATA. CIrOS,2*ATA,SATA,0ATA,mJa, OUA, OIJ)
670 00 99 Kzl,OUII
600 99 CRSLSU( K)xCZSSV( I)CROSSCK)

* 690 OEUIND 10
700 REUINI 12
714080 14 %mI,NVM
720 READ l 0, 100 )J,SIO

740 DATA(1kWnuSZ0
750 EATAUI,K)*UNT
761 DATA(2,Vm).0
?70 EATA2,K).0.0
0775 MSGfSG4s4SlG
710 If MATIME.
190C
800 CALL C030L(DATA, EA A,CROSS,ZAT A,$A TA,Q AT A, 1U1,NIIUI
Bloc

820 00 1,ul011i
930 11 CR80SJ(K)=ORSU$SZJCcROSSff.)
9 40C
SW0 RF-UU4 11
966 IEUZNI 12
871C
S60 DO 16 K1 ,HaM3
890 READC1,0IO)J,SU3T
900 iE401l2,100)J,UNT
911 MATA0 1)*SIGT
920 F-4TAI 11. dJa Q4I
930 EATA(2,RVaO.O
940 1AlA(2,X)=0.0
951 16 COITINUE
964C
970 CALL COROL( RAIA,EATA,CRrSS. ZATA,SAfA,GATA,04J.NUI,OUA)

990 30 17 9=1.001
1000 17 C1STSU(K).crSTsU(I.CU3SSWK

lOZO1EIINI 11
1030 REUIND Q
1040 REUINI 10
10Z54 R~EUL. 13 1
two.Lo ijO 011.14J
1O09CoQEAD iO,140)JSIO@
I1C64 WEODiI 3. 140) J.SLQP
1:90 3ATA(I,R)-SIG0
101 EAT4(l,X)*SLDP

111t 1ATA(2.L)-0.0
1 1201 E AT A (2. X) 0.0
1134 0 ISCONTIUE

1140C
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L CC3T

10 SUMIONTmNE MR0L( 3AIA,EATA, CROSS, ZATA,SATA,GA76, ILI,IAOUR)
30 INTEGER GUIO,XU
33 LUIIwNUN
33 JIhuOI
40 REAL RUNE
45 REAL SATA( 2, .JI)
50 REAL ZAIAO2.,NW'U,DATA(2,A~i) ,EATA( 40U0) ,CRI3SS(I2W1)
60 REAL QATA(GUM),DUI(GUI)
70 fUNl-'VLIAT(MUM)
89 00 12 Kst,IJ0
82 SATA(l ,I)nf.0
84 SAIA2,K)*§O
9012 COITINIE

102 000 eIlMJ
104C URITEI (9, 1000) SAIA 1 , DATA (2,K), EAIA (I ,), EATAC2,1)
10M 000 CONTINUE
110 CALL FOUIT (DATA,LUn, I ,-I ,§
120 VLL FORI( CATA ,L.U1, 1,-I ,O,Ol

140 0010 If uI.iJU

110O ZATA(2,K)sCDATA(2,K)sEATA( 1 ,h-IAIA(I1 ,l)*EATA(2,))/LUMt
170 10 CONTINUE
180 D0 112 tat,NJ5
1I34 CROSS Q.)aZATA(1,K)
109 C00SSCNU140wZATA(2,K)
2.00 112 CONTINUE
21o RtET OR i
126 ENS
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L CCAMO

10 SUBROUTINE CRSLTNI DATA,EATA,CROSS,ATA,STA,AA,U,4M1,UM)
30 INTEGER Ou"l'MUm
33 LUM.NUM
35 JUN-QUA
40 REAL MON
45 REAL SATA(2,DUN)
50 REAL ZAIA(2,NUM),DATA(2,*UN),EATA(2,NUN),CROSS(OUM)
60 REAL QATAIDUMI,DUM(U)
63C PRINT,"NUhs.,#Uh
70 MUN-..,FLGAI(IIUN)
75 P-.33333331
80 00 12 K-I,OIUM
82 SATA(l,X)x..
84 SAIA(2,I)O..
9" 12 CONTINUE
92 DO 10 K-l,HUN
94 ZATA(l ,K)*CROSSiK)
96 ZATA(2,1)-CROSS(NUM#X)
91 10 CONTINUE
100 DO 23 X-3,(NUN/2)-2
102 ZATA(l,K).P.(P.(ZATA(I,K-2).ZAfA(l,K42)l+ZATA(1,U4+2.s*(ZAT(I,t-)
IO,33.ZATA(1,X+I )))
104 ZATA(2,XN=P(P(ZATA(2,K-2)ZATA(2,(*21)+ZATA(2,6 ,,2.st(ZATA(2,K-I I
1031+ZATA(2,K9l )))
107 23 CONTINUE

110 ZATA(2,l)-..5(ZATA(2,l l4*iZATA(21,3),2.*soZATA(2,2))
III ZATAI1,2)s13./8.)'(PsZATAI I,4)+ZATA( I,2).2.-.Pw(ZATA(1,l ).ZATA(l ,3))
112 ZATA(2,2)s(3./8.Is(PUZATA(2,4)+ZATA(2,2)42.sPt(ZATA(2,l ).ZATA(2,3)l)
114 ZATA(l,(NUN/2))-..S(ZATA(l,fNMn/211,P.ZAIAII,IjeUV2)-2)+?.SPZATAI

115612,(NUM/2)-1))
120 ZATA(,(UN/2).I-./(ZAT(,(~IIsPZATA(,INUM/2)-21+NU2*PSZATA( ZAT

12261 l.(NUN/2)-2).ZATA(l,(NUN/2)1)))
124 ZATA(2,(NUN/2)-l ).(3./S. ).(ZATA(2, (NUN/2)I +PsZATA(2,lNUN/2)-3),2.*Ps(ZATA
1261(2,(NUMI2)-2).ZATA(2, (NUM/2) III
130 00 156 K-l,NUII/2

134 ZATA(2,K+(NUI/21).-ZATA(2,<)
13.4 156 CONTINUE
172 00 43 K=I,NUM/2
t74 SATA(l,K)-ZATA(l,K)
176 SATAII,DUA*1-K)-ZATA(I,NUN+l-E)
178 SATA(2,QUN+l-K)-ZATA(2,NOUM4I-K)
100 SATA(2,lO-ZATA(2,K)
112 43 CONTINUE
240 CALL FOURT(SATAtJUR,1,,1?;IT
250 0O 15 K-IlUM
300 15 DUMIK)-SATA(I,K)
310 100 FORMArTM
320 DO 16 K-I,OUiMf2
330 CROSS(K)-DUA(K+(U1I2))
340 CROSS(OUti/2+KIzDUI1CX)
350 16 CONTINUE
360 RETURN
370 END 1
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L SPCLOUT

0010 PARAMETER NuA*128,108.1666667
0015C PARAMETER TRSHOLls.16.4
0020 REAL. CAT*(HUM),EATA(NUN),DATA(NUM),ZAIA(NUN)
0023 REAL OATA(HUN)
0030 INTERER SATA(NUN)
0032 INTEGER 46
0033 00 78 JsI,S
0034 SUNS&O.0
0036 SURPS0.0
0037 SUAST=0.@
0033 SUiIPT8O.0
0039 SUMPT'0.0
0041 REUIND 30
0042 30 36 LwI,NUN
0044 lEA(40,100)AA,lB,CC,PD
0046 URITfC3,100)AA,lB,CC.30
0048 36 CONTINUE
0049 MIUND 30
0030 30 10 3-I ,NUN
0060 REA(30,100)SAIA(K),CATA(K),EATA(K,DATA(K)
0070 ZATA(K)*DATA(K)
0075 GATA(K)-EATA(K)
0077 SUJIS-SUMS*10.&ALO61§C3ATA(C))
0080 10 CONTINUE
0090 TRSN0LD*(IUNS/FLAT(NUfl) 16.
0093 SIJISSO.0
0100 30 20 EI,NUN
0110 IF(10.'ALOGIO(DATA(K)).LT.TRSHOLD) 60 TO 20
0120 U1=0.0
012n 32.0.0
0130 U4z0.0
0133 U5-0.0
0136 IF(K.10.1) GO TO 344
0140 IF(l0..ALOG1OCOATA(K-I)).LT.TRSHOLD) g2t2.sO0
0143 IF(K.EG.2) GO TO 344
0130 IFCIO..ALOIODATA(K-2)1.LT.TRSNOLD) 91OO
0153 IF(K.EO.NUM) GO TO 134
0154 344 CONTINUE
015 IF(IO..ALO6IO(3AAUKel)).LI.IRSNOLD) U4-2.sQQ
0163 IF(K.EO.NUH-fl GO TO 54
0160 IF(10.sALOGIO(3ATA(K+2)).LT.TRSNOLD) US-10
0165 354 CONTINUE
0170 WUU1U2+4#U3
0175 IFIUII.EO.0.0) PRIMT,IC
0180 DATA(X)a(UisOATA(K-2).U2'SATA(K-l ).U4..34TA(KICt)tg5sDATA(K,21 )/IUU
0190 EAIAx-)*UIEATAK-2U2EATA(x-I.tU4aEATAhx,1)U3.cAIA(K#2)IUu
0200IF(DATA(X).NE.ZATA(X))URITE(31,100)K,lO.AL06lOdZAAK)),:O.sALOGaOcATAK))
02036,1O.IALOGIO(OATA(K) ),10.SALOGIO(EAA(K)) ,TRSHOLD
0210 20 CONTINUE
0212 0O 43 K.I,NUI
0214 SUIS.SUMS+ZATA(K)
0213 SUMPaSUMP.OATA(K)
0216 SUMSTsSUMST#OAYA(K)
0217 SUAPIsSUmPT+EATA(K)
0218 45 CONTINUE
0219 SUMS-tO. .ALO61O(SUMS/FLOAT(NUM))
0221 SUNP-tO.*AL06l0CSUNP/FL0AT(NUN)P
0222 SUNST.I0.sALOGIO(SURST/F.OATINUM))
0224 SUMPTSIO.iALOGIO(SUMPT/TLOAT(MUNI)
0225 PRINT,-TRSNOLD-,TRSHQL,'SUMS-,SUNS, SUNP-,SUAP,SUKST,SUMST,-SURPT",SUMPT
0230 30 30 Kal,IiUN
0240 URITEC3S,I0O)SATAIK),CATA(K),EATA(KX,IATA(K)
0245 URITE434,IOOIK,DATA(X)
0259 30 CONTINUE
0153 UNITE(21,10OIJ,TRSNOLD
0260 78 CONTINUE
0260 100 FORNATIV
0270 STOP
0230 END
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OL MIORFNC

08
0010 INTEGER D,F,IAU
0020 INTEGER MUN,AVE
0030 PARAMETER V-128,U-129
0040 PI-3.141393
0050 On.33333
0060 NUMxU
0070 PARAMETER Ss2290

0080 REAL CRHCV),NORM(Y)
0090 DIMENSION ERN('J),AVRFUN(V)
0100 DIMENSION DATA(2,VU,EATAC2,V)
0110 DIMENSION PULKI2,S)
0220 DIMENSION AVCRS(2,v)
130 DIMENSION PURSPEC(1J2,PUS(Y),GNAS(9),CDOSPUR2V2,FI2Y)
0140 DIMENSION PUSPEC(V),RFS(V),CNRENCE(V),FREO(V)
0250 DIMENSION GMASPEC(IJ),CROSPEC(2,V2,OFUMC(2,V2,RFSPCCUI
0260 DIMIENSION AVRFUNC(U),AVFRO(U2,AVFI(U).A'JPUR(U),AVGAU)
0170O DIMENSION AUCSPUR(U),A$JCON(U)

0290 PRINT, NUliSER OF PICESSED TERMS TO JE AYEftA0ED/(AYE.2)
0200 READ,AYPTIN

02110 AVE-AYPTIN

0230 SUMiPT-0.0
024C
o0=0 Do lK2,
0:60 READ(14,900)J,LINT,PUT,SIG
0270 PRTH-PUT
0290 SIJPT-SUMPT+PRTN
02-0 PR~r4xP2IT
0300 BULX(2,9)-FR7N
0310 PULK(,K:-UHT
320 Ill CONTINUE

*.3ZO A22RFUte(jJ0.0
,)3io AVFI(Js-Oa

0~380 AVFURA(J20.0

,.310 ACStj2-.O
0)400 AUCRSC2,J)-Q.O
0410 AvC's(Z,J)za.0
-.,420 AJC0O(Ji-.0
0430 124 CONTINUE
%;0oc
04',C AVEPT-SUjMPT.'S
04.jO PRI47T,AVEFT

*;.) RA-OF II N2IUE

)0 DATA(I f.)-kJtL(I, (RAU+K)2

* 4' A7.~,I:..0
". *13 COMi~liLA

'Z?0 CALL FOU;T(ZATA,NUM,I,-I,O,0)

0ziRSEC(:)-(ATA1,12sEATA(2 ,I),EATA(2,I)*EIATA(2,))/MUM

SC.,OSFEC I ,1)-tDATA(2I,11.EATA(1 ,I)-DArA(2.,I eEATA(2,1In/NUM

;W3,EC(I).URSFEC(12
122 C&ITAAUE
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MDTRFNC (cont'd.)

06SO Do 21! J.I,tiUl
C,4Q0 K=J-l
0-00 FEO(J)-FL0.ATK)/FLOATcNUM)
7:C 211 CaNT11UE
07:0 DO 11? D-1,NUM
7:0 AVCRS(1,D)=MiCRS(!,0).CROSPEC(I,D)
740 AVCR3(,D)AVCXS(2,D).CROSPE(C2,D)
071, AVUt(D)..AV(D+?NtSEC1D)
- 0 AVGMAi)aVGAAID)4GMASPECCR)
77.0 117 COMTIHUE

0780 1!3 COUITItNUE
, 790 PRINT,'OC.0790-
0600 AVJIO.O.0
orVc Do 11 .1,14

A Q~ V' r ,, EF~Ui A V'I

Iz: WC; ST 4': S I , I 1AYS( ,I4VVC2I.ACRC,

-;7 0 :16 CONTINUE
6-, 0c
0-"~ DO :03 J41,i~oi1

:.~ O210 ,al4

0 ~ NOR(1)2- O O LR 1-2 #2 0SH RCI- I #NRAI 218OVFI1URU)RM1 .

;;33 21 DO 44 :I.3U JM

1 - DO 2I14 U-4

Cop o icil to, D4I doesno5

0;e'-45 44lly legbl zeoouNtU

1.,4 M 71



L COI4ERENC

0005 PARANE7EI 9u120,VIaIZ,S.1210
0010 INTEGER 1,F,OAV

0020 INTEGER NUA,AVE
0040 Ps3. 2415913
0050 G.333
0060 NUWMI
0065 REAL MUM
0090 REAL. CRI4(V),AOOUIQ)
0090 IZNINSZON4 ER4lV),hVIFUV)
0100 DIMENSION4 DATA(2,9) ,EATAC 2,V)
0110 DIMENSION BULK(2,S)
0120 1INESSZON AVYS(2,Y)
130 DIAESION ?UrSPEC(V),PUS~0) ,GIASY) ,C.OPURCU,FiII
0140 DIMENSION PUSPEU(I),RFS(V),CRO4CE(V),FREO(VI
0150 DIME~NSIONe GflSPEC(P),CROSPEC(2,9),IiUICC2,V).ORFSPECIVI
0160 DIMIENSION AVYRFUNCU),AVFRO(0),AVVI(U),AJPURCU),AG0ACU)
0170 DIMIENSION *UCSURIIJ),AVCOII(U)
0180 IIUi~s.FLOATINUI1)
0190 PRIk4,'NUMSER OF PICESSED TERMS TO RE AVERAE/CAVE.)'l
0200 READ,AVPTIN
0210 *UE'AUPTIN

0" 20 EVAvt ./FLOAT(AVE)

0241C
0250 00 111 K-1,S
0260 REA1(14,204)J,1H1,PUI,SIG0
0270 PRTV-FUT
0210 S~iDPTSNIPT+PRTM
0270 PRIN'2P IT
0300 DUIJII,X)=R1N
0310 3U. UC2,K1341T
0320 111 CONTINUE

0340 00 124 J-l ,NII
0350 AVRFN(J)4.0
0360 AYUI(J)*0.i
0370 AVPURC(J).0
0380 AV6BA(J)v0.0
0390 AUCIPR(J)*0.0
0400 ACRS(, J) 0.0
0410 A*CRS(,J~gO.0
0420 *M(J)6.0
0430 124 CONINVE
0440C
0450 AUEPIzSUOPT/S
04i0C FRIAT,AVEPT
0470 00 115 F.1 ,AVE
430 RMJ(F-1)t411
0490 C
0500 DO I13 151 ,Nv"
0510 IA7A(I,K)=0UU,(l ,(IAUI-K)
05.10 DATA( 2,120.06
0530 EATAI I 10-IU(2,CAAO9+1)
0540 EATAC2,X141
0550 113 CONIIJEt
05s 60 C
0570 CALL F0IfRT1DATA,XUA,I,-I,0,0l
0590 CALL Jaur(EATA,*M,I,-1,f,0)

06 O 12, 2luIUII/2
0610 l0CCI(E(,)ATfET(.)ET.tl0
0620 PURSFEC1.2DATAc1,Z1aCJATA I, I),CA'iA( 2.PIlj0TA 2.1))l/NUM
0630 CR0SPECCI,1)s(DAIA(l,l1SEATA(I.1)0ArA2,1)EATA%,1))tU
0640 CRSPC(2,1)2(DAA(2,I)sCATA~,1)-JA7A(fl.jaArA22,Z??/Nun
0650 PJSPECCIIIPYRSPEC(Il
0OW 122 COOTICE
0670 C
0610 DiO 211 JwI,io
0690 ki=-I
0,10u FACQ(KrL6ANKU/LUr(t4tml
710 211 l:DNtX0UC 172



COHERENC (cont'd.)

026 1 W 117 Oui ,dIM1I2
0730 JD4SOTC (CROSPECCI,3) 1*ICEOPW(I ,D) .(CRUSPEC( 2,D) ).(CROSPEEC(,D) ))
0735 AVCRS(1,8)sAYCIS(lD)tEYAOXI
0736 AVPURC3)'AVPUR(D).E'Jbe(PIAWECCI))
0737 AV6IA(D)uAVGMA(DIEV&*(GAAlPEC(D)
0r. 0 117 CONTZUJE

0,11v 91310.0
0730 DO 346 Kal,21122
0795 £IJO1( 2,1) 'Sm1(AGIIAK)) ISOT(AVPU3(K))
0790 CRH(K)aAvckSCI ,K1/*IJORS(2,K)
0793 CRH(K)vCRI(K<)sCZNKJ
0793C m1WNT,IRE(K),C3(1) ,AVCRSCI ,KI,AVCRS(2,K)
0000 U3ITE(0,,00)FREO~ ,AVPIRK,AV6tAl,ACRS,f1,CRMtl)
0105 5UN=SUfl.CRN(K)
0110 346 CGETINUE
0812 AVElAEsSUI*.t*M9
0814 RoIO. 0
0816 DO 939 Kai ,NNM/2
0O I ng1.I( DCRIM AVERAE AVEAGE
0320 969 CONTINUE
0822 5 IDEVUSUI.?. IM IN
0124 PR1N1,'CO4ERENCE IE~aN,AVIA6E,-C0IEIEMCE $TANI. DEV.-',STOEV
0125 100 FORflAT(5(lX,F12.9))
0130 200 FORIATC3
0330 STOP
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OL FFT

1000 SUIRGUTINI FOURT(iATA,N,DIM,ISSN,IFRM,UOK)
1330C bounded by Ie02a(-b6)sumlfictor(jl**f.V), where b is the number
1360c of bits in the floatin9 point traction aid facter(j) are the
1370c prime factors of ntt.
1384€1310c pro@ram by morman broner from the basic program by charles

1400C rader., ralph alter suggested the idea for the di;it reversal.
1410C nit lincoln laboratory, august I967. this is the tastest and most
1420c versatile versioo of the fft knonn to the author. shorter pro-
1430C grams fouri and four2 restrict dimension lengths to powers of two.

1440c see-- tote audio transactions (juno 967), special issue on frt.
1450c see math explanation in pdp-l5 4ocumentatlon
1460C
1470C

1480c the discrete fourier transform places three restrictions upon the

1490C data.

100C 2. the number of input data and the number of tranesform values

1310c must be the sane.
1520c 2. both the input data and the transform values Must represent
1530C equispaced points isn their respective domains of tint and
1540c frequency. calling these spacings deltat and delta(, it must be

1350C true that deltaf%2*pi/(n(i)4dettat). of course, deltat need mot
1560c be the sane for every dimenszo.

1370C 3. conceptually at least, the input data and the transform output
1580C represent single cycles of periodic tunctioss.

1390c

1600C esample I. three-dimensional forvard fourier transform of a
1610C complex array dimensioned 32 by 25 by 13 in fortran tv.
1620c dimension data(3,23,1),vork(50),n3)

1630c complex data
1640c data nnI32,25,13/

W65C do I i-l,32

1660C do I j-1,23
1670c de I 1:l,13

1680c I data(i,j,k)-compler value

1690C call fourt(data,sn,3,-I,I,vork)

1700c
1718c example 2. oNe-dzmeesIooal foruard transforn of , real array of

1720c length 64 in fortran it.
1730C dimension data(2,64)
1740c do 2 zl,64

1730c datal,i)mreal part
1760c 2 data(2, i)O.
1770c call fourt(data,64,2,-1,C,0)

1780c
1790 dimensslo datalll,sn(l),ifact(3),nortI()

1100 common /oan/ non

1810 tsopis6.293185307

1820 if(ndim-I)920C, ,1
1930 I stotZ2

1840 do 2 idimnl,sdiR
1850 if(sn(idio))920.t20,2

1960 2 stottntot'anfidin)

1870c

1890c main loop for each dinension

1890c

1900 npl'2

1910 do VtO idiN1,sdim

1920 nsnnlIJim)

1930 np2nnplam

1940 if(n-1)930,900,5

1950C
1960C factor n

I70c decompose input sets a discrete time

9c samples? n/2 odd and n/2 even. keep decomposin ,ntil
t990C n/2 contains two samples.

2000c



FFT (cont'd.)

2010 5 oa
2020 mtuwenpi
2030 IfnI
2040 JdIv*2
2030 10 Iquotun/tdiv

2060 ireonm-idivotque&
2070 iffiquot-idiv)50,11,11
2080 I1 ttf(ien)20,12.20
2090 12 ntweuatioe+ntwo
2100 nriquot
2110 go to t0
2120 20 idiV3
2130 30 iquotn/idiv
2140 irenua-idiviquOet
2150 ifliquot-idiv)60,31,31
2160 31 tMire"n)40,32,40
2170 32 ifact(it):idiv
2130 itaifel
2190 *-iquot
2200 go to 30
2210 40 idividiv+2
2220 go to 30
2230 50 if(irem)60,51,60
2240 I ntue-atwontWo
2250 go to 70
2260 60 ifact(if)SO
2:70C
2220C separate four cases--
2290c I. complex transform or real transforn for the 4th, Sth,etc.
2340C disensioas;.
2310C 2. real traasform for the 2nd or 3rd dimension. method--

2320C transform half the data, supplying the other half by con-

2330C jugate synetry.
2340c 3. real transform for the lit dimensioa, n odd. method--
23'0c transform half the data at each stage, supplying the other

2360C half by conjugate symmetry.
2370C 4. real transform for the lst dimension, n even. method--
2380C transform a complex array of length a/2 whose real parts

2390C are the even numbered real values and vho$e ;.Inery parts
2400C ar, the odd numbered real values. separate and supply

2410C the second half by conjulate svnmetry.
2420c

2430 70 aon2.ople(np2/ntuo)

2440 icasent
2450 if(idin-4)71,90,90

2460 71 if(ifor*)7',?2,90
2470 72 ic$e-2
2480 if(idin-I)73,73,10

2490 71 icass-3
2500 if(ntwo-npl)90,90,74

25I0 74 tcase84

2520 mtwo-ntwo/2
2530 11/2

2540 np2"npZ/2

2530 ntot-stot/2

2560 i-3
2'370 do 80 j2?ntot

2580 data(j).data(i)

1 1f 90 1?Aanpt
2610 Mitjcase-2)100,95,00

2620 95 01rngxnp0*(1#nprev/2)

2630C
2640c shuffle on the factors of two in n. as t, e shfuflinq

2630C can be done by simple interchage., no vorkin. array is needed

2660c decompoSed input must be shuffled to take

2670c care of bit reversal in output.

2600c example fO.f4.f2.f6.ftl.f5.ff7 will
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FFT (cont'd.)

20C Produce coefficients 90,9l,12,93,94,93 .... in
2700c fourior can them be done is place without
2710c additional cors.
11720c
2730 100 Mfatwo-npI1600,600,110
2740 110 nphfanp2/2
2750 jal
2760 do ISO i2-1,mp2,aoo2
2770 i~-a2120,130,l30
27B0 120 ilmaxmijoan2-2
2790 do 125 il-j2,llnax,2
2300 do 125 i3MiI'ntot'Ap2
2310 j3-j~i3-i2
2120 tenpfrdatat 13)
2330 teempsdata(a3*l)
2340 4atali3)xdatatj3)
235 data(i3#l)-dat&(j3.I I
2960 data(j3)ztoppr
2370 123 data(j3*I)tompi
2390 130 asep2ht
2890 140 if(j-W)?5,136,143
2900 145 jij-
2910 man12
M920 Mn~-non2)I50,140,146
2930 130 *~j+n

2930c main loop for factors of two. perform fourier transformsi of
2960c length four, with one of Itsm.th two if needed. the twiddle factor
29Mc wsexp(iszgne2cpsssrtl-llsm/(4amnax)). check for w-isigneqrt(-I)
M98c and repeat for ecisagnssqrtC.1lscoju.4.to(e). mate j-sqrt(-I)
2?9Qc
3000 mon2tzvon2+son2
3010 xpar.Itva/nPI
3020 310 ittipar-21350,330,320
3030 320 ipar-iper/4
3040 go to 310
3050 330 do 340 illl,ilrng,2
3060 do 340 j3zjl,soms2,npI
3070 do 340 kl233,ntot,non2t
3080 k2zkI~non2
3090 tomprsdata(12)
3100 tempi-4ata(k?.l1
3110 Jata(k2)zdzta(kl)-tempr
3120 dat&(k2.l )-4&ta(Il *1)-tempi
3130 data(kl)-dataikl)#t~mpr
3140 340 daokI+I )-data(kl#I)+tompi
31S0 350 mma-oos2
31ST 360 jf(mnax-sP2hf)370,600,400
3170 370 1naxonax4(som2t.anmx/2)
3130 iflnnnx-non21405,

4
05,180

3200 Mfisign)400,390,310
3210 390 theta--theta
3220 400 wr-cos( theta)
3230 wa-sinitheta)
3240 vstpr--2.esua.vi
3250 wctPx-2.Gur~vI
3260 405 do 570 l'non2,lmar,non2t
3270 Mal
3230 if(amax-non.)420,42O,410
3290 410 u2rmurwrv-ua.*w
3300 wim2.swrowt
3310 u3rau2rewr-*2imvi
3320 #3ik52rf'wgdlcu
3330 420 do 330 ItsI-;zhii.1;2-
3340 do 530 .#I,non2,npl
3330 kninj3+1parse
3360 iflmmax-oms21410,430,440
3370 430 kaiaj3
3390 440 kdjfutparmummax
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FFT (cont'd.)

3390 430 kt*P*Akdit
3400 do 521 klaknit,atat,kstop
3410 k2ukifkdif
3420 k3sk2+kdjt
3430 k48k3#kdjt
3440 it(RASna-on02440,460,48@
3450 440 ulr'data(kl)#datb(k2)
3460 uli84btb(kl#l1,dota(k2+I)
3470 U2rsdat&(k3)+gat3(k4)
3460 U~izdatack3#I I~dat&(k4+I1
3490 uOr-dataLl )-data(L2)
3500 U3i'data(kl.I)-data(k2#1)
3510 it(lSigw*)470,473,473
3520 470 u4r-data~k3+I )-dat&(k4#I)
3530 u4isata(k4)-data(k3)
3540 so to 510
3530 475 ur.a~ksJdt~3I
3560 u4i2data~k3)*data(k4)
3570 to to 510
3580 480 t2rvw2rvdatalk2)-v21*datak2#I)
3590 t21*w2r'dat&(k2#1 )+v2Jsdata(k2)
3610 t31'w'dbtalkS)*l .data(k3)
3600 t3iR'ufdata(k31hidata(k3)
3620 t4rmv3rad;&ta~k4)-qa3iodata(k4+1I)
3630 t4inwirodat&(k4#l)+v3iodata(k4)
3640 ulr'dat&(kI )#t2r
3650 -uliadata(kl$I)+t.1i
3660 vu'rat3r~t4r
3670 o21=t3i~t4i
3660 uIrsdatafkl1-tp
3600 o3tud~tt.(kl,1l-t2i
3700 if(is1.?n)490,500,50
3710 490 v4r-t3i-t4j
3720 v4i~t4,-t3r
3730 to to 510
3740 500 v4r-t4i-t3i
3730 v4ivt3r-t4r
3760 510 data(kl)sulr~u2r
3770 dat&(kI+l)zulj~u2j
3730 *at4(k2)-u3r~u4r
3790 data(k2.I )*u3i.u4i
3100 dat&(k3)zuIr-u2r
3310 4btb(k3+I).ulj-u2i
3820 data(k4)vu3r-u4r
3330 520 dat&(k4#l)=v3i-u4i
3340 kmis4*(kantm-j3)#j3
3850 kdifsksop
3360 if(kdif-np21450,S3O,S3O
3370 530 costingiv
3380 Ro

m
max-M

3890 it(iSign)340,530,350
3900 540 tomproor

3920 uwiop

3930 go to 360
3940 550 tomor-wr
3950 otsui

3960 wiiatompr
3970 560 if(n-lmax)365,565,410
3960 S65 tomorsur
3990 otsur'vstor-vtowsoi *ur
4000 570 uwieulwtprtonprewOvtpi~wi
4010 ipaT03-spar
4020 AAmt*Oftal*RoAN
4030 go to 360
4046c
4050c Role loop for factors not equal to to,. apply the twid-Ile factor
4060C u~x~ogo~aerlltj- S l2/w.4fIIthen
4470C perform a fourier tramsfsro of loagth i(oct(ifl, 4&kioq use of
40009 Cosjugate symmetries.
4090C so# differences o meath A~IE coOputir dOCUiROntattOn
4100C
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FFT (cont'd.)

4:10 600 Ir(Atwa-op2)605,7440. 70
4 20 603 itpisoos2

4130 afal
4140 nplhfaoipI/2
4150 410 itp2uifpl/i&Ct(it)
4160 jlrntguip2
4170 if(icass-3)612,611,612
4160 611 jtrngscop2+itpl/2
4190 j2stpsnp2lifac%(if)
4200 jlu*2(2stp*ifP2)/2
4210 6W jRinat*ifp

2

4220 if(itpl-np2)615,64O9 640

4230 615 do 635 j2ajnIin,ifpbifp2
4240 th.Utatwo~iafIait(j2-1l)f1oatflp.'
4250 fjif),6,2
4260 620 thota-thota
4270 023 sinthasifl(thota/2.)
4230 ostpra-2.sitbsinft
4290 ostpmiia(theta)
4300 mrvostpr+l.
4310 wiastpi
4320 jininsj2+itpl
4330 do 635 jlxjl~in,jlrl9,ifl
4340 jlnaxajlilIrslZ
4350 -SO WIM - ra-0~ TMZI'72'
4360 do 630 ijsul,ntat,OP2
4370 j3*axvl3it92-flv
4330 do 430 j

3
aiZ,j

3
#qax,spl

4390 tompr-data~j3)

4400 data(j3)data(i3)rd.ata~j3)*wi
4410 630 data(j3*l 1.t.mprsvi+-data( j31 )$vr

4420 tompr-wr
4430 wp-urs&,tprwivistpi~vr
4440 635 vi-,tImp!UtWMvLsUtPt~wi
4450 640 thotaa.twopi/float(ltact(it)l
4460O iftjiig)6S0,643,645
4470 645 thotas-theta
4480 650 linth-soilthota/2.)
4490 ii~tpr--2. .,inthi~th
4500 mstpi-SIan(theti)
4510 kte0.2so/ifact(if)

4520 kranjmkstfp*(lfactli)/)l
4530 do 6O8 ilmillIl2
4540 do 698 133II,a1tot,Apz
4550 do 600 kmiazI,kra'19,kst*P
4560 jlmax-13+jlr%-rtfpl

4570 do 680 jl-i3,.ilnmx~ltpl 
I

4580 j3RaxjlI z p2-#Pi
4590 do 680 j3ajl,j3naxrnpt
4600 j2Rax.ji3#ifpltfp

2

4610 kakao,(!jl*Ct#JI-i3)/1faCtlit) )/nplht

4620 fkil65,5,5
'630 655 sumps*O.
4640 sumin0.
46S0 I* 60 j2'j3,j2max,itp2
460b sumr-sumrudata( 2)
467; 660 siuoissuniwdata(.i2+1
440 idar(k~'Iuare
469f3 sork(k41)sumi
4700 go to 690
4710 665 cn~2~l~fl
4720 J2-.i~oas
4730 sOnr.a(j2)
4740 sumi-dataij2l1)
4730 oldsr-O,
4760 *di0

4710 12sj2-ifp2
47830 60 tt.qrssvmt
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FFT (cont'd.)

4790 tgp~uu
4800 sprtor,~-ls.lt(2
4810 S~~u~u~o4~f.aj+
4820 oldsatept
4630 oe14i.ttopi
4840 j2zj2-ifp2
48540 it2.-jm)6',h75,&70
4660 675 t@*prswr'sumr-oldsr+data(JZ?2
4870 tompi-visumi
4880 work It)-tteipr-t.,ipi
4890 vok(kcoJ)tqppr~t.mpi
4900 teipr-wrssumx-oldsi*4ata(j2#t)
4910 tompi'vi*Oian?
4920 vork(ksl ).tor~tNgt
4930 work(kcu4j+I )-ttnpr-tempi
4940 660 Coatillue
4950 if~min*1)685,615,686
4960 685 wrr'istpr~l.
4970 wi-astpl
4910 go to 690
4990 686 t..pr-wr
5000 vr~wrsvstpr-wi*wstpi~vr

5020 690 tuoawrvrv
5030 iflicas-)692,&91,692
5040 691 it~fpl-np2)613,692,692
5050 692 kal
5060 i2max-i3+op2-npl
5070 do 892 i2-0i3,2max,api
3 090 dataliOlcwork(k)
5090 data(12+1)2work(k.l)
3100 893 kzk+2
3110 so to 698
3120c
5130C conplet. a real traassorn in the Ist digmension, n odd?, by coa-
5140C juiatt syfiatrios it each stage.

5$60 495 Asaixsi 31ifp2-opi
5170 do 697 jli31,i3max,Bpl
5190 j2nazsj3#np2-j2stp
5190 do 617 *j3,JAax,.i2stp
5200 jlaax-j26jlrq2-ifp2
5210 jIcnj-j3#j2na:.i#2stp.*j2
54220 do 897 jsi.Iaf.

5240 4atali lawork It)

52560 ift(jlj2l697,6?7,6)
5270 696 dat&(j1Cnj)-workfk)

5280 data~ilcnIl)-orkk~ll
N290 607 jlcnjjlcnj-ifp2
5300 698 conitnue
5310 iftif4I
5320 ifPlaifp2
5330 if(ifpt-opl)700,700,610
'140c
50c COAPlOt. A real transformq to the Ist, diaension, a even, by con-
5360C jugate symmetries.
1370c
5380 700 l0 to (9 0 0 ,BO, 9

0,70),acaso
5390 701 'halfal
5400 nsnen
5410 tftetas-tworxlfloat(n)
5420 if(isiqn)703,702,702
5430 702 theta--theta
5 440 703 sith',ai(thtta/2.)
450 vstprz-2.sinth~ssnth
5460 vstpissin(theta)
5470 ut-*stptal.
5480 ua'vstpi
5490 inia-3
zoo0 Jaana2'nhalf-I
5510 go to 7123
"7 710 ]-)An
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FFT (cont'd.)

=530 do 720 1iiin,mtot,np2
5340 oour*(data(i)+dwta~j))/2.

5560 difr*(dat&(a-dataCj))/2.
4S70 df(~aif-jt~.n2
I1580 t~ru*ulu.dt
5590 t#"piSwj*sumiX.USdjt
IN00 data(i0aounr~ttPr
5610 data) il*1)difi~tenpj
5620 data(jPaauar-temor
5630 Jata) j.I)x-difitempi
5640 720 jj*np2
5650 ixjinimi+2
5660 JAiTI-.gmia-2
5670 toolir-ur
5680 oru?*ovstpr-vitustpi~wr
5690 wistImpresMtoiltuvstvr*U
5700 725 iffinio-jin)7O,730,740
5710 730 iftisi,907

3
l,

74
0,

7
40

I720 ?31 do 735 xamn,ntat.np2
5730 7353 aaal.dt~.
5740 740 ap2=@p2+vp2
5750 "totuntot+%tot

5760 janvtotl
53770 ioax-ntat/2+1
5780 745 zoiaximax-2anta~lf
5790 i-inim
5800 go to 75
5810 750 data(j)S-dota(i)
5120 dt~.)-a~iI
Z5830 755 i-a 42
5840 joJ-2
5850 if(i-imax)750,760,760
5860 760 aaIztain-it(aml
5870 dat&4jsl)S0.
IU80 if(i-j)770,780,71O
5890 765 data) )datat)
5900 data) j~l )datal 141
5910 710 i-i-2-
5920 j=J-2
5930 if(i-jnzo)775,771,763
5940 775 dJata~j)-dataoinn)datzdiaLa*I)
5950 data(j+I)0O.
5960 iMazXioi
3970 go to 745
5980 78 datal)-data(t)#dataQ2)
5990 data(2)a*.
6000 go to 900
6010C
i02oc com~plete a real trafltorm for the 2nd or 

3
td 11'"@nuio by

9740C con ugato symmetries.

604C
6050 800 jf(jlrnq-ft.I)30S,?00,100
6060 805 do 860 i3-1,ntot,inp2
6070 i2mazxi3.np2-npl
6080 do 660 i2-i3,i2mox,npl
6090 imin-i2+zilrnq
6:00 az np-
sil0 jnax-2S%3+"vIAi~n
61110 (- )8,2,l
6130 810 *IOx-jma~x~fl2
6140 120 iflidim-21B50,SS0,330
6150 830 *i.1maz+RP@
6160 do 840 I'In~m,imaz,2
6170 data(1)sdata(jl
6)80 dt~~)-aajt
6190 840 j'j-2
62800 830 jujoax
6210 do 060 ISnAnP,IAn::,O
6220 data(t)-dati(j)
6230 dt(1=d,;(.

'. 6240 860 .14g1-100
6."0c 180



FFT (cont'd.)

6260C and of loop on tach diAMensn
6270c

6280 900 5POURPl
6290 lplInp2
6300 910 nprov.n
6310 return
6320c
6330c :we cone here only in error
6340c
6330 920 write (k, 9601) n4j
6360 return
6370c
6380 930 write (6, 9602) idin, no iidmR)

6390 - - reotrm-
6400C
6410c
6420 9601 format (d(I),t0(' s)),5x,'t 0 t a a V,
64301 " a x a c u t * d',Ox,'oIy',x2,' dflenSLo. 1
6440 9602 format (3(/)vlO('<a)),Sx,'f * u r t a o t',3x,
64501 ' x * c u t 0 .Y',lOx,'lenth of dimension i',il,
64603 i is only',4)
6470 and
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